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Abstract
All D-T thermonuclear reactor designs utilize lithium, in some form, to breed the
required tritium fuel. Materials such as lithium and lithium-lead eutectics have'
been strong candidates as the breeder/coolant in current blanket designs. The
concern over the chemical reactivity between liquid lithium-lead with water and
air has triggered much research into lithium-lead interactions.
The computer code, LITFIRE, was executed and found to reasonably predict
that a quiescent pool of Li 7 Pb8: will not react with air. A study into the effects of
agitated pool conditions revealed that without the formation of a protective lead
layer, Li1 7Pb 3 will react with air. Varying the surface area to spill mass, AIM,
ratio resulted in the prediction of a largest maximum Lil7Pb83 pool temperature
at approximately 30 (w'). With both increasing and decreasing values of AIM,
the maximum pool temperature was found to decrease in magnitude.
A model of liquid lithium-lead/water reactions was developed for an instan-
taneous water coolant tube rupture into a lithium-lead breeder. Using the
newly developed FLision Llthium Breeder interaction code, FULIB-2, two different
geometries were studied. Calculation of the Reaction Zone temperature and
pressure in both systems showed that the lithium-lead/water interaction leads to
lower temperatures than the pure Li reaction, but that the generated pressure
pulse is higher than the lithium case.
A vacuum torus accident was briefly studied in which large volumes of water
and lithium-lead breeder come into contact in a short period of time. Calculating
equilibrium temperatures and the amount of hydrogen that would be produced,
a comparison between the pure lithium interaction and the lithium-lead reaction
was performed.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Lithium has always been included in D-T fusion reactor designs because
of the need to produce the required tritium fuel. The utilization of lithium or
lithium-lead compounds as breeding materials in current designs is contingent
on the material compatibility of lithium with the blanket structures and other
possible coolants. Safety concerns that arise when lithium chemical interactions
are considered, however, limit the number of possible reactor designs. Original
reactor concepts used pure liquid lithium as the breeder/coolant, but because
of lithium's high reactivity with most materials, this choice was abandoned. Both
water and air, two substances that will probably be abundant in fusion systems,
are highly reactive with lithium. Lithium and water react to produce hydrogen
gas, lithium hydroxide, and excess energy, while lithium and air form various
reaction products with excess energy (see table 1.1.1). In an effort to avoid
these problems, recent reactor designs utilized lithium-lead eutectic alloys such
as LiU7Pb83 or lithium-lead compounds like Li7 Pb2.
Because of the doubts over the use of pure liquid lithium as a breeder
material, experiments were done at the Hanford Engineering Development
Laboratory, HEDL, to determine the consequences of lithium's reactivity. Tests
were performed with combinations of the gaseous components in air : oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and water vapor. Results from these experiments
showed that in both pure.oxygen and nitrogen gases, or air atmospheres, liquid
lithium reacted violentlyN.
-9-
Table 1.1.1 : Lithium Reactions of Interest
Heat of Reaction,
AHJ2' (Kcal/mole)
Reaction of Product
4Li +0 2  4 2Li2O -43.0
2L +0 2  Li2 O2  -152.0
6Li + N2  2Li: N -48.0
4Li + 3CO 2  2Li 2CO3 + C -45.0
2Li+H 2  =* 2LiH
2Li + LiOH = 2LiO2 + 12
2Li+H21120 2LiOH+ 112 -49.0
The inclusion of alternate breeders in fusion reactor designs lead to an
additional series of experiments with the breeder, Li17Pb83 . When tested in the
same environment as for the pure lithium breeder, lithium-lead did not react
with air. In both the tests performed at HEDL using Li 7 Pb8 3 , a thin layer of
oxide formed on the surface of the pool resulting in no interaction 2l].
As an aid in understanding these interactions, the computer code, LITFIRE,
was developed so that it could theoretically model these experiments. For the
series of lithium/air reaction tests, M. Tillack found that LITFIRE compared
quite favorably to the early experimental results[']. V. Gilberti also found good
agreement between the code results and the larger experiments. In a pre-
experimental evaluation of the lithium-lead/air interaction test, he showed that
for a quiescent pool no reaction is expected. However, he found that if the spill
was in an agitated condition, LiPb would react with air[31. In chapter 2, LITFIRE
will be re-executed for the LiUPbM3 HEDL test parameters and compared with
the recent experimental results[2l.
The tests at HEDL were basically organized to investigate the reactivity
of lithium-lead breeders with atmospheres of air. The reaction of lithiurm-lead
breeders with water, however, have just begun to receive experimental attention.
-10-
Scoping tests at ISPRA are being performed to determine the exact nature of
the interaction between Lij7 Pb8 3 and Pb with sub-cooled waterN. Some tests
between LiNPb8 3 and steam have also been performed at HEDL.
In the present work, a theoretical study will be performed for lithium-
lead/water interactions.
1.1. Lithium/Air Reaction History
When the choice was made to use lithium as a breeding material in
fusion reactor designs, there was much concern over lithium's reactivity in air
environments. The development of the computer code, LITFIRE, by Dube et. al.
in 1978, allowed for the prediction of lithium/air reactions in reactor containment
geometries[5 . The results of LITFIRE showed that high temperatures would be
generated by the interaction between lithium and air in a large spill accident.
However, it was also shown that with appropriate design techniques employed,
the consequences of such a lithium/air reaction inside reactor containments
could be significantly diminished.
Soon after the release of this information, experiments were performed at
HEDL, in an attempt to measure the reactivity of lithium with the components
of air: oxygen, nitrogen, carbon dioxide, and water vapor. A series of tests
were done using small amounts of lithium (z 10Kg) in different containment
atmospheres. In both of the normal atmospheric air tests, LA-1 and LA-2, the
lithium reacted violently producing pool temperatures in excess of 1000 0C. In
the LN-3 test, the pure nitrogen atmosphere even caused the lithium pool to
ignite with pool temperatures reaching 916C621.
LITFIRE was then adapted for use in modelling the HEDL experiments by
TillackIl. By making various coding changes, and adding a subroutine to model
the spill pan used in the tests, LITFIRE fared well in predicting the experimental
pool temperatures. Overall, the code was within 30 % of the results obtained at
HEDL.
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To improve the performance of the code in its comparison with experiments,
work was continued on LITFIRE by Gilbertil]. Using new gas emissivity and
thermal conductivity values, the agreement between the small-scale (100Kg) spill
experiments and code predictions was within 10 %.
In addition, the ability to model lithium-lead/air reactions was incorporated
into the code. Both turbulent and non-turbulent (layered) models were developed
and implemented as new subroutines. LITFIRE was then used in a comparative
study with different forms of lithium-lead: Li7Pb2 , LiPb, and LiPb4 . Chapter 2 of
this report-will include a discussion on the current knowledge of these reactions,
and the application of this up-to-date information in the LITFIRE code.
1.2. Liquid-Metal/Water Interaction History
Originating with the development of this country's LMFBR program was the
inherent problem of a possible liquid-sodium/water interaction. The use of a
liquid-metal, sodium, as a heat transfer medium led researchers to investigate the
unknowns of a large-scale interaction. Steam generator designs were carefully
studied to see if the resulting pressures and temperatures from an accidental
water coolant tube rupture were below required safe limits.
One of the first attempts to model the liquid-metal/water interaction pheno-
memon was performed by Salmon and Zaker 71 . Using the geometrical dimen-
sions of the current liquid-metal steam generator design, the effects of a single,
instantaneous coolant tube rupture were modelled. By making very conservative
estimates throughout this analysis, the resulting pressures generated in this type
of interaction were significantly above the steam generator's maximum design
limit. As a result of these findings, additional studies were performed which
tried to realistically model a large leak rate coolant tube rupture.
The development of two computer codes, TRANSWRAP and SWEAR, was
the next step taken by researchers in their efforts to model sodium/water
interactions[8 4-'). These codes described the pressure response in the sodium
-12-
side of the steam generator designed by the General Electric Company. The
SWEAR code was used as a design tool for the G.E. steam generator relief
system, while the TRANSWRAP code was used more in the calculation of the
secondary sodium system pressure response. The resulting pressures from a
large-scale sodium/water interaction were found in both codes to be below the
steam generator's maximum working pressure.
In the above three cases, the assumption was made that the reaction
between the sodium and the water occurred instantaneously. In work done by
K. Tregonning[10l, the effect of the sodium/water reaction rate on the pressure
response was investigated. It was assumed that the reaction was limited by the
convective mass transfer of the water-steam mixture and hydrogen gas. The
resulting pressure response using this formulated reaction rate was in close
agreement with measured responses from experimental tests.
A recent study in the area of liquid-metal/water interactions was done by
P. Krane at MIT"I. Utilizing the NUMAK fusion reactor design, his model
was aimed at solving the steam/breeder interaction inside the reactor blanket.
Krane assumed that the rate at which steam leaked into the breeder was
small, O0.6 Kg). He assumed that the pressure generation due to the steam
injection and hydrogen gas formation was relieved so that the reaction continued
unhindered. By making these assumptions, the thermal response of the breeder
due to such a steam/breeder interaction was solved for.
A point of interest in this analysis is that the model was not limited to just
liquid-metals breeders. By making use of a very general reaction zone model,
the ability to utilize both solid and liquid breeders existed. This analysis was
applied to a variety of possible breeding materials, and a comparison between
their relative safety made. Results from Krane's work is displayed in figure 1.2.1.
A study done at the University of Wisconsin by Herzog and Corradini
extended the reaction zone model of Krane by including the effects of zone
pressurization and expansion[12 ]. Using reference information from the MARS
Westinghouse steam generator design, a single water tube rupture into the
-13-
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Figure 1.2.1 :Comparison of Reaction Zone Temperature Profiles (Krane)
breeder/coolant was modelled. Calculations of the reaction zone pressure and
temperature were performed for both a Li/H120 and LiUM8s3/II20 interactions.
Results from this model indicated that high temperatures (P:::: 22000C) were
generated by the lithium/water interaction within 1 mnsec from its beginning.
For the lithium- lead/water interaction, the reaction zone temperature peaked
at approximately 1100*C. In both interactions, the reaction zone temperature
dropped sharply after reaching its maximum value and leveled off to 375*C, the
te mperature of the water in the undamaged cooling tubes in about I sec.
The pressure response of the reaction zone was studied parametrically.
Pressures from the lithium-lead/water interaction generated pressures as high
as the initial water pressure (,::: 2400psia), while the lithium/water interaction
produced pressures only slightly lower. Variation of the relief valve area showed
that Lil7M83 breeder consistently produced higher reaction zone pressures than
the pure Li breeder by about 500 psia.
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1.3. Scope of Present Work
Utilizing well established background information from past research efforts,
three separate lithium interaction possibilities will be looked at. First, the lithium-
lead/air interaction will be modelled using the LITFIRE codeN. Recent ex-
perimental results from HEDL will be compared to code executions. Parameters
which can affect the results of LITFIRE will be varied, and the resulting output
changes discussed. Input parameters will then be adjusted to simulate a large
spill test, and the effect of varying the surface area to spill mass (A/M) ratio
studied. This will include the use of the non-turbulent pool (layered) model and
the agitated pool (turbulent) model. These items will be discussed in chapter 2.
Second, the modelling of lithium-lead/water interactions will be performed.
This will be done for two types of interactions : the injection of a water/steam
mixture into a breeder/blanket or steam generator, and the simultaneous rupture
of both a breeder blanket module and water-cooled limiter into the vacuum
torus. For the first case, a computer code, FULIB-2, which can solve for the
pressure and temperature response of the reaction zone will be developed,
and the results for different geometries discussed. A comparison between a
lithium/water and lithium-lead/water interaction will also be included. FULIB-2
and its model development will be discussed in chapters 3 and 4. The torus
accident will be described in chapter 5.
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Chapter 2
Lithium-Lead/Air Interaction Modelling
2.1. Introduction
The results of the recent LPA-1 and LPA-2 lithium-lead/air reaction tests at
HEDL showed that in both medium and high temperature spills, Li1 7 Pb83 failed
to ignite in normal air atmospheres. The behavior of the lithium-lead pool in
each test was the same. As soon as the pan had been filled with a measured
amount of breeder, a thin oxide layer formed on the surface, preventing any
reaction from occurring[21.
In an attempt to model these experiments, the LITFIRE code has been
re-executed using the input data corresponding to the HEDL test facility[3]. With
the implementation of the lead-layer diffusion subroutine, the results produced
by LITFIRE showed that essentially no reaction between the lithium-lead and air
had taken place.
Since the two reaction tests conducted so far were small in size, it would be
beneficial to predict the outcome of a large lithium-lead spill. Execution of the
code with input corresponding to the large experimental geometry resulted in
the same behavior as that of the small scale tests. When the pool was assumed
to be agitated or turbulent in nature, however, reaction between the lithium
component of the LiPbs 3 breeder and air was predicted to occur.
Lastly, a parameterization study of the effects of varying the area to mass,
(A/M), ratio was performed. By varying the mass of the spill available for inter-
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action, while holding the surface area exposed to the air constant, a curve
fitting the results was generated. Another curve was also formed for the case
when the exposed pool surface area was varied, while the mass spilled was
held constant. For both variations the maximum pool temperature increased
with decreasing values of the A/M ratio.
2.2. LPA-1 and LPA-2 Reaction Test Comparisons
For the HEDL experiments, little or no pool movement occurred. This would
suggest that in the case of the LPA-2 and LPA-2 tests, where the surface
interaction was almost unnoticeable, lithium-lead/air interactions should be
modelled using suppressive heat and mass flow mechanisms. This capability is
available in LITFIRE in the lithium-lead diffusion subroutine option, where it is
assumed that a lead layer is formed at the upper pool surface.
Figure 2.2.1 is a schematic (not to scale) of the HEDL test facility used
for the lithium-lead/air reaction experiments. Using the physical dimensions of
this experiment, table 2.2.1, in conjunction with appropriate property information
(Appendix B), and initial test conditions (Appendix C), input files were created
for both the LPA-1 and LPA-2 tests (Appendix D). LITFIRE was then re-executed
employing the lithium-lead diffusion option.
This model requires that in order for lithium to interact with the air in the
test chamber, it must diffuse through the thin layer of lead (see figure 2.2.1).
As the lithium reacts with the air, a proportionate amount of lead is left behind,
and the lead layer thickens. At some point in time, the lead layer becomes thick
enough to prevent the diffusion of the minimum amount of lithium required for
combustion. Once this happens, the reaction stops and the pool behaves as if
it were a non-reacting system.
The results from both the HEDL LPA-1 and LPA-2 experimental tests and
the corresponding LITFIRE calculated results are shown in figures 2.2.2 and
2.2.3. In either of the LITFIRE runs, the temperature of the pool follows a path
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Table 2.2.1 : HEDL Test Facility Characteristics for LPA-1 & 2
CONTAINMENT VESSEL
Volume ft 3 (in 3 ) 500.0 (14.1)
Thickness ft (mm) 0.0263 (8.0)
Floor Area ft 2 (M2) 72.0 (6.69)
Wall Area ft 2 (M2) 272.0 (25.27)
REACTION PAN
Surface Area ft 2 (M2) 2.152 (0.2)
Pan Thickness ft (mm) 0.0505 (15.4)
Insulation Thickness ft (mm) 0.25 (76.1)
similar to that of the experiments. While the slope of the temperature decrease
in the LITFIRE results is not -as rapid as it is for the HEDL tests, the general
behavior of the lithium-lead/air interaction is adequately predicted.
Differences between the predicted temperature profiles and the experimental
profiles may be a result of un-tunted input variables in LITFIRE. Various thermal
emissivities, transmissivities, and heat transfer coefficient constants can be
adjusted as input. This was done in order to allow LITFIRE the flexibility
of application to various geometries. The following are some of these input
variables : HIN , the convective heat transfer coefficient constant; TAUCZ ,
the radiative transmissivity coefficient from the combustion zone to the pool;
and EMCZ and EMLI , the radiative emissivity coefficient for the combustion
zone and the pool, respectively. Their values and all other input values are
listed in Appendix D.
One other important factor in determining the amount of energy that can
be removed from the pool is the heat capacity of the lithium-lead. The value of
the specific heat for LiUPbM3 has been mentioned by Kuhlborsch and Reiter' 31.
The range of temperature for their measurements, however, was limited to just
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above the melting point. Since the exact temperature dependence of the specific
heat has not been correlated, the true value of the specific heat at elevated
temperatures can not be accurately calculated. If the specific heat of the
lithium-lead were assumed to be smaller at higher temperatures, then the pool
would loose heat at a much faster rate.
For accurate modelling of lithium-lead/air reaction to be performed, the
properties of the lithium-lead eutectic alloy being modelled and their temperature
dependence must be known. By incorporating the property correlations for the
pure lithium breeder into LITFIRE, agreement between the experiments and the
code results was very close. For the modelling of lithium-lead/air reactions to
be as equally successful, an accurate property data base must be collected.
2.3. Large-Scale Lithium-Lead/Air Reactions
The small scale experiments that have been run so far were conducted
under ideal experimental conditions. Once the measured amount of lithium-lead
had been spilled into the pan, the pool was allowed to settle and become static.
If the pool were not kept in this condition, would not the lithium in the Li17Pb8 3
have a better opportunity to react with air? Using the physical conditions of
the LA-5 experimental test, and appropriate initial conditions for the lithium-lead
pool, gas atmosphere, etc., LITFIRE was executed for a large lithium-lead spill.
Information used for this code run was taken from Table 2.3.1 and Appendix
C.3. The results of this calculation are shown in figure 2.3.1.
As predicted by Gilberti 3l, the turbulence of the pool allows lithium to freely
reach to the surface and interact with the air. The subsequent interaction
between the lithium and air then generates substantial amounts of energy.
Comparing the two models with same spill mass, the turbulent lithium-lead pool
reaches temperatures in excess of 6500C., while the non-turbulent pool simply
cools down. The conditions for the occurrence of these two type of reaction
possibilities, and their widely differing results, is an area where more research
is required.
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Table 2.3.1 : HEDL LA-5 Experimental Test Facility Characteristics
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CONTAINMENT VESSEL
Volume ft 3 (,n 3 ) 30021.0 (850.0)
Thickness ft (mm) 0.058 (17.7)
Floor Area ft 2 (M2) 3108.2 (88.0)
Wall Area ft 2 (M2 ) 18366.3 (520.0)
REACTION PAN
Surface Area ft2 (m2 ) 21.65 (2.0)
Pan Thickness ft (mm) 0.0505 (15.4)
Insulation Thickness ft (mm) 0.33 (100.6)
1575.0 (lbn)
Turbulent Pool
Layered Pool (1575.0 lbn)
2500 3000
2.4. A/M Comparative Study
The results from the limited number of experiments performed so far do not
allow for the accurate prediction of new results from the varying of geometrical
or physical test variables. Therein lies the importance of the computer code,
LITFIRE. By performing parametric studies on existing or proposed experiments,
the code's results can be used as an aid in determining the important parameters
of very complicated problems.
Using the turbulent pool model of LITFIRE, the LA-5 test geometry was
used in a parameterization study of the effects in varying the pool surface area
to mass spill, A/M, ratio. Starting with the results generated from section
2.3., additional code executions were performed with different exposed pool
surface areas, but constant spill masses. The pan dimensions for each case
were adjusted accordingly. This was done so that the surface area of the
exposed pool corresponded to the base dimensions of the pan. Another series
of executions was also performed. This time, the surface area of the pool was
held constant, and the mass spilled was varied. In both cases it was expected
that there would be a difference in the pool temperature profiles as the A/M
ratio changed.
Figure 2.4.1 is a plot of the variations in maximum turbulent pool temperature
versus the A/M ratio. The trend for both the constant mass and constant surface
area calculations are similar; with increasing A/M ratio, the maximum pool
temperature decreases. However, as the ratio decreases, the pool temperature
peaks at a limiting value. Further reduction in the A/M ratio causes the
maximum pool temperature to decrease. This would imply that while large spills
spread out over a large area have lower maximum pool temperatures, there is
a limiting temperature which the spill pool can reach based on its A/M ratio.
It seems, however, that for the values shown here, the maximum temperature
in the pool is too low to cause any melting of the surrounding structure.
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0Table 2.4.1 : A/M Parameterization Data
Pool Surface Area (ft2) A/M (cm 2/Kg) Tm,. (*C)
2.5 12.79 620.05
3.5 17.91 653.9
5.0 25.58 659.72
10.0 51.15 626.54
15.0 76.73 587.76
20.0 102.31 557.32
25.0 127.88 535.57
Spill Mass (Ibm) AIM (Cm2 /Kg) T ( C)
100.0 440.53 442.44
200.0 220.26 486.39
400.0 110.13 551.9
800.0 55.07 622.93
1000.0 44.05 642.41
1600.0 27.53 668.15
2000.0 22.03 671.09
2500.0 17.62 665.65
3000.0 14.68 654.32
4000.0 11.01 601.99
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Chapter 3
Modelling of Lithium-Lead / Water Interactions
3.1. Introduction
The modelling of a liquid-metal/water interaction can be accomplished in
a variety of ways. As discussed previously, Krane had solved for the pin-hole
type water leak into a lithium-based breeder blanket. His model was applicable
for low flow rate steam injection into breeder blanket geometries over relatively
long periods of time["]. It adequately described the blanket's thermal response
to such an interaction, since all hydrogen gas was assumed to be vented out
of the breeder blanket module.
Another possibility, the rapid guillotine tube rupture, has been modelled by
a number of people for LMFBR type steam generators 89 00]. These models were
developed to calculate the steam generator's pressure response during a large-
scale sodium/water interaction. The manner in which these models predicted
the pressure behavior of the steam generator varied, but in all cases, results
were close to that obtained in experimental tests. However, the mechanisms
by which these models calculated the pressure response tended to -be highly
situation dependent. That is, the entire internal structure of the steam generator
being modelled was known, and hence factored into the model.
What is needed is a model which combines the above two interaction
conditions into one model, without restricting its application to only certain
physical geometries. It would also have to be flexible enough to allow for the
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lack of information about the system being analyzed. This kind of model would
very be beneficial in determining the behavior of lithium-lead/water interactions
in fusion related systems. In this chapter, the assumptions that are made to
formulate a solution for this type of lithium-lead/water interaction are discussed.
Concurrently, the corresponding equations used to solve the various important
parameters in this interaction are presented. Lastly, the incorporation of these
equations into a computer code is described.
A schematic is shown figure 3.1.1 which highlights the most important
areas of the model. The reaction zone is where the breeder and water interact
and where the temperature and pressure are being calculated. The ruptured
coolant tube has a double ended failure, that is, both sides of the tube inject
water into the reaction zone. As the zone attempts to expand, it pressurizes the
surrounding breeder. When pressurized to the relief setting of the system, the
breeder breaks a rupture disk then exits through a relief pipe. The behavior of
the reaction zone, ruptured coolant tube, and exiting lithium are discussed in
the next sections.
3.2. Model Assumptions
The basic assumptions of the model are as follows:
(i) The primary assumption is that the reaction zone (where the breeder and
water mix) will be treated as an unsteady flow, open boundary system, with
all energy flows calculated and solved for on a macroscopic basis.
(ii) For thermodynamical purposes, the reaction zone will be considered a
spherical homogeneous mixture of reaction products. To give the zone an
initial amount of heat capacity, a small quantity of breeder will be assumed
to exist in the zone before the interaction begins.
(iii) The total, full-bore rupture of one cooling tube is to occur instantaneously,
resulting in the injection of water into the reaction zone. Both ends of the
ruptured tube are assumed to contribute to the injection process.
(iv) The acceleration of the water in the coolant tube to the maximum restricted
or choked flow conditions results. This depends on the conditions of the
water in the coolant tube.
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I
(v) The reaction between the breeder and water is instantaneous, and is limited
by the water injection rate.
(vi) Pressurization of the system occurs due to the generation of hydrogen gas,
the behavior of which is ideal.
(vii) The movement of the surrounding breeder is modelled first compressibly,
at early portions of the transient; then incompressibly, at later times.
(viii) Pressure relief is accomplished by use a pressure rupture disk and relief
pipe.
To simplify the model description, all equations will be written for a generic
breeder, denoted by Br. Additional terms that apply for the lithium-lead
interaction will be placed in square brackets. Also a finite difference integration
method will be used to calculate the temperature of the reaction zone and other
time dependent parameters.
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Figure 3.1.1 : Model Schematic
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3.3. Reaction Zone Temperature Calculation
One of the parameters of concern in a breeder/water interaction is the
temperature response in the reaction volume. To determine the time dependent
behavior of this reaction zone, the zone is modelled as an open-boundary,
unsteady thermodynamic system. This is an important assumption. By calculat-
ing all the energy flows into and out of the system on a macroscopic level, a
complete set of self-consistent equations can be written which describes the
zone's behavior.
3.3.1. Reaction Zone Energy Balance
The main equation which describes the energy flows in and out of the
reaction zone can be written as (all variables are listed in Appendix A) :
(dJU) = Qin + QIoss (3.3.1.1)
Each of the three terms in the above equation is made up of other secondary
equations. All of these equations will be discussed in the following sections.
3.3.2. Additive Energy Terms
There are three sources of energy addition to the reaction zone : the energy
associated with the mass flow of water, the energy associated with the mass
flow of the breeder into the zone, and the energy liberated when the breeder
and water interact :
Q == CPT ) + c7,('dT) + Qreact (3.3.2.1)
Ht120 dtBr
The main source of positive energy in the reaction zone is from the
combination of the breeder and H20. This amount of energy is based on
the amount of breeder being added into the zone:
Qreact = A HR () (3.3.2.2)
(dM)B,
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The amount of breeder added to the zone is directly related to the water
injection rate and the reaction rate kinetics for the two species.
3.3.3. Reaction Rate Kinetics
The reactants, lithium and water or lithium-lead and water, will be assumed
to react instantaneously in stoichiometric proportions to form the products,
lithium hydroxide and hydrogen[ :
Li + 1120 =+ LiOH + I H 2 + 49.0 kcal 0 250 C. (3.3.3.1)2 G - mole Ii)
Li1 7Pb83 + 0.17 H2 - 0.17 LiOH + 0.085112 + 0.083 Pb
+ 8.33 ( kca P 250 C. (3.3.3.2)g -mole Lil7Pb83
With an instantaneous reaction rate, the rate at which water can react
with the breeder, initially and throughout the accident, is determined by the
water's accessibility into the reaction zone. The instantaneous assumption can
be considered valid in this case since the water in the tube was originally at
a high pressure. Rupture of the tube causes a rapid de-pressurization of the
coolant at the break site, which then leads to the injection of water into the
surrounding breeder at a high velocity.
The reaction rate equations for lithium with water and products can be
written as:
d i) ) (d m) (3.3.3.3)
d 24 dm
d(218 (dt)I (3.3.3.4)
d IiOH H0
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drn) 2 ) (3.3.3.5)
Or, for the lithium-lead reaction:
dm (173 dm(3
dt 3.06 d (3.3.3.6)IL7Pb8s U3
dm (4.08 (dm (3337)
dt )LiOH 3.06 (3.3..7)
d2 0.1) (dm (3.3.3.8)
dt )H N306 11)20
dm 171.81( dm 1 (3.3.3.9)
t )Pb -3.06 / dt 0(.339
3.3.4. Water Injection and Acceleration to Maximum Flow Rate
Upon rupture of the coolant tube, the highly pressurized water becomes
exposed to the low pressure breeder. Initially, water is to be injected into the
breeder at a flow rate equal to that of an undamaged coolant tube. This is due
to the assumption of a guillotine tube rupture. The acceleration of the water to
its maximum velocity or choked flow value, is accomplished through an inertial
treatment of the water in the tube. That is to say, the water is assumed to be
incompressible and a force balance is computed upon the water column length
to be accelerated. This acceleration process can be written as follows
(d pAtube() 3.3.4.1)
dt120 TtH20
dx = v = dt (3.3.4.2)
dt),1 2 0 HO
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dO P1120 - Pzon - (1)(ftube V2 (3.3.4.3)
dt P1, tb 2 D,
While most of the above variables can be chosen with little or no difficulty,
the value for the water density requires some thought. The determination of the
water density is dependent on the location of the coolant tube break, and the
characteristics of the water at that point. Since the density of the water varies
as it flows from one end of the coolant tube to the break site, an average water
density is -used in the acceleration of the water column.
To calculate the maximum flow rate of the water in the ruptured coolant
tube, the conditions at the break site must be known. If the water was initially
sub-cooled when the break occurred, the decrease in pressure may not bring
about substantial flashing. This would result in the acceleration of a single-
phase liquid up to the point where frictional effects would limit any further flow
increase. If, however, the fluid were near the saturation point at the time the
break occurred, the water would flash into steam causing a two-phase mixture
to form. Finally, if the fluid were completely a vapor, it would also accelerate up
to the choked flow limit determined by two-phase choked flow theory. Appendix
C has the information necessary to calculate the maximum water flow rates.
3.3.5. Negative Energy Terms
There are three basic loss mechanisms by which energy can be removed
from the reaction zone. These are : The Work losses due to the expansion of
the reaction zone against the constraining non-reacting breeder; The energy
absorbed by cooling tube material in the reaction zone; The heat removed
through undamaged cooling tubes in the reaction zone.
Q( = dV) + d-) + Qforced convection (3.3.5.1)dt dtntube
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While the energy loss due to the expansion of the zone is not a significant
quantity (the zone pressure and expansion rate are described in section 3.2.),
the energy loss into and through the cooling tubes can be substantial. In
this model, the expansion loss and coolant tube energy absorption loss terms
are considered throughout the breeder/water interaction. The heat removed
through the coolant tubes is time dependent, however. In the next section, the
equations which describe the transition to a forced convective heat removal
scheme are presented, as well as the other loss mechanism equations.
3.3.6. Coolant Tube Material Energy Absorption
The initial mechanism for energy removal by the coolant tubes is by directly
depositing energy into the tube material. The rate at which energy can be
absorbed by a portion of coolant tube material, denoted by (i) or (j), can be
described by the tube material's change in internal energy:
(U = m(i) c ( (i)) (3.3.6.1)
This change in internal energy is dependent on the amount of tube which
is affected by the increased zone temperature, and the temperature rate of
change of the cooling tube. Both of these values are in turn dependent on
other parameters.
The amount of tube mass is calculated from the affected volume of the tube
material:
M(O)ube = (p V(i))tu (3.3.6.2)
The amount of material taken into account at any time depends on how far
a thermal pulse has traveled into the tube from the outer surface:
2D,6(i) 
- 6(i)2 (3.3.6.3)VW1),e = V(i)tubu 02(...)
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VtbOs, is determined from the values of the total volume occupied by the
reaction zone, and the ratio of the liquid breeder volume in the zone to that of
the total volume occupied by the zone. The formulation of this ratio has been
performed in Appendix F.
The distance that the thermal pulse travels is known as the thermal penetra-
tion depth, 6 I51. This depth is a function of the tube material's specific heat
and thermal diffusivity:
(i) = 3 Vat (3.3.6.4)
a (k (3.3.6.5)
Pp
Having solved for the amount of tube material being considered, the change
in temperature of the coolant tube material affected by the increased reaction
zone temperature must be calculated. This can be expressed as
dT dT 1dTdT((
dt ) t -) ~ 2 dt ((i))] (3.3.6.6)
with
Ttb( Tb(= T - T)one + T(i) (3.3.6.7)
and
T6(i) = [(TTt" - 6(i) (3.3.6.8)Tb () I(o-ti~it- Tube )init
The above equations are true if the assumption that a linear temperature
profile exists in the penetration depth region and in the initial operating coolant
tube.
As mentioned in section 3.3.5, the transition from coolant tube energy
absorption to forced convective heat removal is time dependent. When 6 is
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equal to the coolant tube thickness, the temperature change at the tube inner
surface is still less than 1 % of the total temperature change across the tube
thickness. When this occurs, the mechanism for energy removal changes to:
Q ~ ~ zoe- T1r6o)(3.6)Q(1) orced convection = (3.3.6.9)
k ~ "j A{) ube
All of the above equations describe the energy absorption for one portion of
cooling tube. As the reaction zone grows, a new separate and unique cooling
tube volume is calculated for each time step. Individually, each cooling tube
volume has a new penetration depth calculated based on the time it has been
exposed to the reaction zone temperature. The cooling tube mass associated
with this volume is then calculated. These masses are multiplied with their
respective temperature rates of change, and are summed together to give a
resultant change in internal energy of all cooling tube material in the reaction
zone. This can be written mathematically as follows:
dU(i) C, ( (3.3.6.10)
tube i=1t
Also, as the 's in the individual coolant tube volumes penetrate to the
inside of the tube thickness, more cooling areas have to be accounted for in the
forced convective heat removal mechanism. By summing up the cooling areas
involved, the total amount of heat removal by coolant tubes can be calculated:
(Ao (A,(j))tug (3.3.6.11)j-1
(A.)~l ) (A;(i))tb (3.3.6.12)
Qforcedconvection = (Tone -Th2 0 ) (3.3.6.13)
k A.{total) + higo Ai{total) tube
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3.3.7. Reaction Zone Internal Energy Calculation
The change in internal energy of the reaction zone can be expressed as :
C mP(dT)
dt )zone
P( dr)T,+ c Tone
dm
/ zone
dm
diI )U1 (dm dm/ 112 1k Pb] (3.3.7.2)
The change in the specific heat of the products in the zone with respect
to time is equal to zero in this calculation. This is because the ratio of
hydrogen to lithium hydroxide (and lead) remains constant, thereby making the
change in specific heat with respect to temperature the only contributor to the
change in specific heat; This change is small over the range of temperatures
considered. Also, the assumption that the reaction zone constituents are in
thermal equilibrium allows for simplifications in the calculations.
The reaction zone mass is time dependent and can be found by integrating
the individual product formation rates at the end of each time step :
Mzone = mnr + L ( Hm + )H2 +)
3.3.8. Final Energy Balance
By combining equations 3.3.2.1, 3.3.6.1, and 3.3.7.1-2, the final energy
balance equation that is used in the calculations can be written as follows :(dm \CPT t
Hd1120
P dVdt zone
(dm+ cT - J + Qreat =dt Br
(dU dU '
+dtl + (d)'tubdzone dtu
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dU)
dt zone
with
(3.3.7.1)
(3.3.7-3)
(3.3.8.1)
This equation can be integrated with respect to time using the Runge-Kutta
integration method (Appendix E), and the reaction zone temperature solved for.
3.3. Reaction Zone Pressure Calculation
To calculate the reaction zone pressure, certain simplifying assumptions
had to be made. The most important simplification was in making the reaction
between the breeder and the water instantaneous. This eliminated the possibility
of any water vapor in the reaction zone, and allowed for the assumption that only
the hydrogen gas exerted a pressure on the surrounding breeder. Accordingly,
the hydrogen was assumed to act as an ideal gas, which then made the perfect
gas equation applicable:
Pone V12 = mH2 RH2 Tzone (3.3.1)
In order to calculate the pressure in the zone, Pzon,, from this equation,
the other three variables must be known. R 1 2, the gas constant for hydrogen,
can be found in tables and is assumed to be constant. The temperature of the
zone is previously calculated using the prescribed finite difference integration
method. The mass of hydrogen can be found by integrating the mass rate of
change equation from the reaction rate kinetics subsection. This leaves the
volume of the hydrogen as the only unknown value.
To calculate the volume of hydrogen in the reaction zone, the rate of change
of the volume must be found and integrated with respect to time. The modelling
of this volume rate of change is dependent on the time frame of the expansion.
For example, to calculate the rate of change of the hydrogen volume during the
first time step after a tube rupture, the following equation is used
dV dV (dV ') dV t [(dV "I (3.3.2)
dt d t + )dt dt dt J332
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Basically what this equation states is that if a known volume contains x
cubic feet of reactants A & B, and they are replaced by products C & D, they
will still occupy x cubic feet. This implies that if A,B,C & D are all of different
densities, then the volumes occupied by each will also be of different values.
The volume rate change of hydrogen calculated from the above relation-
ship is inserted into the integration subroutine. The value returned from the
subroutine is the initial hydrogen gas volume. Once this volume has been
calculated, other information such as the hydrogen mass and reaction zone
temperature can be used in calculating the first value for the reaction zone
pressure.
The initial amount of hydrogen is assumed to be dispersed into the reaction
zone such that the zone can be treated as a homogeneous mixture. What
happens to the hydrogen volume, and reaction zone volume, in the following
time steps is a function of the breeder's movement away from the reaction zone.
What has been done in this model is to assume three separate flow regimes
for the breeder. These different flows are described individually in the following
sections.
3.3.1. Acoustic Breeder Constraint
For a time period determined by the reflection of pressure waves from a
surrounding surface, the reaction zone is assumed to expand acoustically. That
is to say, the breeder surrounding the reaction zone is to be treated as a
compressible fluid. The expansion of the spherical reaction zone can be written
as follows:
dV (dV [dV\( dV ~
-V " =+ -V+ I - J (3.3.1.1)
T on H1 dt LiOH Pb
with
dV) 2" (dr),dt zoe - 4 7r rz " ne (3.3.1.2)
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In treating the surrounding breeder as a compressible fluid, certain assump-
tions had to be made in order to simplify the problem. The one-dimensional
acoustic approximation was used to eliminate the complexities with pressure
wave reflections from nearby coolant tubes[161 .
dx - Pone - Po(3.3.1.3)
In doing this, a correlation between the linear fluid particle velocity and the
reaction zone's radial surface velocity had to be found. By computing an
estimated parallel flow area, the linear velocity calculated from the acoustic
approximation can be substituted into the radial particle velocity of equation
3.2.1.3. The calculation of the parallel flow area,Afl ,,, has been described in
Appendix F.
dV 2 d- dx
di= 4 7r rzne - = 2 Af low - (3.3.1.4)(i*zone dt one 2A wdtn
with
Af lo = 7r r2 (3.3.1.5)
The linear acoustic approximation equation only applies for systems where
there are no reflected pressure waves. In this model, once reflected waves begin
to return to the reaction zone surface, the surrounding fluid will be assumed to
act incompressibly. The time that it takes for pressure waves to return to the
reaction zone surface is given by:
2 Lreflec
treflee = 2 (3.3.1.6)
C~r
After this time, the breeder is assumed to become incompressible.
3.3.2. Incompressible Breeder Flow (Pzone < Preief)
During the time in which Pzone < Prelief, the reaction zone does not expand
and remains .at a constant volume. The volume increase of LiOll and Pb
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continues, with the effect of lowering the hydrogen volume and increasing the
zone pressure. The equations used to describe this behavior are:
dV d + I = 0 (3.3.2.1)
Lit )H2 dt )1JMO)If dtpb
This behavior continues until the reaction zone pressure equals a value
greater than the rupture disk threshold value.
3.3.3. Incompressible Breeder Flow (Pzone > Preiief)
When the pressure in the reaction zone reaches a value greater than the
rupture disk set pressure, the time at which this occurs, t*, is stored, while the
reaction zone continues to remain at constant volume. When this pulse arrives
at the rupture disk at a time
trupture = LDk (3.3.3.1)
later, the breeder starts to flow through the relief pipe. In this model it is
assumed that if the pressure pulse has a great enough amplitude, it will also
have enough energy to break the rupture disk. Once the disk has been ruptured,
the pressure at the rupture disk, Pmod, is assumed to be equal to the reaction
zone pressure, Pone. All calculations are performed with this assumption in
mind.
The movement of breeder away from the reaction zone after the rupture
disk has been broken is that of an incompressible fluid. Whatever volume of
breeder escapes through the relief pipe, an equivalent volume will be vacated
for the reaction zone to expand into. This can be written as
dV) (dV) (3.3.3.2)
dzone dtr
The flow of breeder through the relief pipe is modelled in the same manner
as the flow of water through the ruptured coolant tube. The breeder is assumed
to be incompressible and a force balance is computed on the column of breeder
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to be accelerated. The acceleration of the breeder column then progresses up
until the point when the column is moving at a velocity determined by the
quasi-static Bernoulli limit. These processes can be written as follows:
dv Pzone Patm K + -e . (3333)
= fL(,)dt (3.3.3.4)
Until 2(Pone -P) (3.3.3.5)
Ki+
dV) ft3
-VU Areie - open = (3.3.3.6)
-IF L(see)
VH2  (dI) dt (3.3.3.7)dt r
An exponential rate increase is used to model the opening of the rupture
disk to the relief pipe flow area
Areliefopen = Arelief - exp[ 1) (3.3.3.8)
Where r, equals the characteristic opening time for the rupture disk.
3.4. FULIB-2 (Eusion Lithium Breeder interaction Code)
The solution of even the simplest lithium-lead/water interaction problem
would require a tremendous amount of computational effort, as noted by the
number of equations developed in the previous sections. To simplify matters, the
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computer code, FULIB-2, has been developed to quickly calculate all important
parameters resulting from a lithium-lead/water interaction. The code is written
in FORTRAN 77 and was originally executed on the PFC-VAX, at MIT.
The simplest way to outline the organization of FULIB-2 is to break up
the numerical calculations into separate, unique groupings. Figure 3.4.1 is a
diagram of this structured grouping. Once the input has been read in, and then
written back out (this is done to check if input values are correctly read), the
code initializes all internal variables and flags. It then does some preliminary
static calculations to compute quantities which do not change during the entire
code run. After this has been done, the code is ready for its dynamic integration
loop. (It should be noted that all calculations are performed in British Units).
All calculations that are time dependent are in this portion of the code. The
acceleration of the water column in the ruptured coolant tube is first calculated,
and the resulting water mass flow rate determined. This is followed by the
evaluation of the reaction rate equations. The breeder movement calculations
are then performed, and the energy loss into and through the coolant tubes
calculated. Various smaller equations are solved for after this point such as the
heat of reaction, the heat addition due to water injection, and the heat addition
due to flow of breeder into the reaction zone. Once these have been calculated,
the temperature rate of change for the reaction zone is solved for. This value is
placed into the integration function, INTGRL, and the temperature of the zone
is found. This function also finds the masses of hydrogen and lithium hydroxide
in the reaction zone, as well as the volume the hydrogen occupies. With the
mass and volume of hydrogen known, the reaction zone pressure is calculated.
The code then moves on to the post integration section where 'flags and
variables are reset and/or changed. Finally, at the end of this dynamic loop,
the output is written. The form of this output is chosen such that a graphics
package can be utilized to view the results. The code then returns to the top
of the dynamic loop, 'unless code execution is stopped by any of the exit flags
or variables.
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Read in Input
r i te out Input
Initialize Variables
Water Flow Rate Calculation
Reaction Rate Calculation
Lithi un Movenent Calculation
Coolant Tube Energy Loss Calculation
Rate Change Calculations
Integration Routine
Post Integration Section
Output
End oF Execution
Figure 3.4.1 FULIB-2 Program Structure
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Chapter 4
FULIB-2 ; Input, Execution, and Results
The execution of the computer code FULIB-2 requires various information
that engineering design analyses can supply. Two different fusion design studies
were chosen to act as reference guides. They are : the MARS Westinghouse
steam generator design["], and a preliminary water-cooled breeder blanket
designed by Argonne National Laboratories[ I. In the following sections, each
design and its corresponding physical parameters will be described. Information
needed for code execution will be extracted from the design data, with additional
input values being selected by this study. Results from the code will be
discussed, especially sensitivity effects to the input variable selection. Lastly,
a comparison between the pure Li breeder and LiVPb8 3 breeder will be made
based on the results of FULIB-2.
4.1. Westinghouse Steam Generator Design
4.1.1. Input Variable Selection
The first geometry that FULIB-2 was applied to was the Westinghouse steam
generator design[12 ). This large, liquid metal, heat exchanger was originally
developed for LMFBR purposes, but was converted for use in the MARS tandem
mirror program. The breeder/coolant chosen for this design was Lil7Pb3, but
both this material and. pure Li will be assumed to interact individually. A special
feature of this steam generator is its use of a duplex coolant tube. This allows
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Table 4.1.1 : Steam Generator Design Characteristics[2
Rating MWt 293
Tube Length ft (m) 77.1 (23.5)
Active Tube Length ft (m) 67.5 (20.6)
Tube O.D. in (mm) 0.812 (21.0)
Tube l.D. in (mm) 0.436 (11.0)
Total # of Tubes 3366
Shell O.D. ft (m) 7.67 (2.34)
Tube
20
8.8361
8.8484
8.8607-
8.8689-- - - -
le I iun OotOJ
II
I
II
i
I
~iL
Figure 4.1.1 : Steam Generator and Coolant Tube Diagram
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for the detection of leaks at a helium interface between the inner and outer
coolant flows. Characteristic design information for this proto-typical steam
generator is listed Table 4.1.1. A schematic of the steam generator and the
duplex coolant tube design is illustrated in figure 4.1.1.
By using the basic physical parameters given by this table, and extracting
other needed values from the reference information (Appendix G) and material
property lists, only a small group of specific input variables remain undetermined.
These unknowns are not specified in the design information; Therefore, best
guess estimates are used in order that the code can be executed.
For example, in this analysis, it is assumed that only the outer portion of
the coolant tube ruptures. Since no information on tube wall thickness, T was
given, its value was found from other similar design studies. The variable for
the average water density, phao, is needed to calculate the acceleration of the
water column up to the maximum flow rate (see appendix F). Other input values
like the relief pipe length and relief valve area can be varied parametrically.
Table H.1 of Appendix H contains the input variables used in both the initial Li
and Li17Pbs3 breeder code executions.
Once all variables have been combined into input files, Appendix I, FULIB-2
can be executed. The results, which are displayed in graphical format, are
discussed in the next section.
4.1.2. Li Breeder Steam Generator Results
To explain the results from the initial execution of FULIB-2 using a Li
breeder in the steam generator geometry, four graphs have been compiled. The
first graph, figure 4.1.2, is the reaction zone pressure response. There are two
distinct characteristic features of this curve: the primary pressure pulse and the
secondary pressure pulse. Due to the acoustic constraint placed on the lithium
surrounding the reaction zone, the initial contact between the lithium and water
causes a sharp rise in the reaction zone pressure (primary pulse). The zone
pressure continues to increase until a pressure wave greater than the relief set-
-46-
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ting reaches the rupture disk. At this point the relief pipe begins to fill with
lithium and the reaction zone pressure decrease. The pressure reaches a
minimum and then again increases as the rate at which hydrogen is generated
exceeds the lithium relief rate. Finally, the reaction zone pressure drops a little
and reaches a steady value based on the relief pipe frictional parameters.
Directly related to the entire reaction zone pressure response is the water
injection rate mass flows. Figure 4.1.4 shows that during the primary pressure
pulse, the rate at which water is injected into the zone is less than one (lbm/sec).
Not until the rupture disk has been broken and lithium begins to be relieved
do the water injection rates increase to their maximum values. The difference
in the two injection rate profiles is due only to the varied water densities of
each accelerating column. From equation 3.3.3.3, in can be seen that the lower
density fluid column will accelerate faster than the higher density column.
A significant quantity in this study is the total energy contained in the
reaction zone. This value can be inferred from figure 4.1.3, the reaction zone
temperature response. During the primary pressure pulse the amount of water
reacted is small, so the temperature remains unchanged. When the reaction rate
increases, the reaction zone temperature increases. However, as the reaction
zone expands (see figure 4.1.5), it contacts an increasing number of coolant
tubes (as noted by the large percentage of the total reaction zone not occupied
by hydrogen gas). This limits the increase in zone temperature and, in fact,
removes the heat of chemical reaction from the zone.
One major problem with this steam generator is that the rupture disk does
not provide sufficient over-pressure protection. Figure 4.1.2 shows that the
initial reaction zone pressure pulse reaches a value greater than the rupture
disk set pressure. The reason for such a high pressure can be explained by
the pipe break location. It was assumed that the coolant tube break occurred
at the center of the steam generator. The long distance between the reaction
zone and rupture disk causes the zone pressure to continue to increase beyond
the rupture disk set pressure.
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4.1.3. Li Breeder Steam Generator Parametric Results
There are only a few variables that can individually alter the results of
FULIB-2 in any substantial manner. The first and most dramatic parameter is
the relief pipe area, AcIeief. Figures 4.1.6 - 4.1.7 are cases involving the initial
steam generator input information, but with varying relief pipe area. The first plot
shows the changes in the secondary pressure pulse (there were no differences
in the primary pressure pulse). The second displays the variance in the reaction
zone temperature. In both cases, the smaller the relief area, the higher the
pressure and temperature.
Another variable that was varied was the relief pipe length, Lteiief. By
inspecting figure 4.1.8, it can be determined that a decrease in this value is
accompanied by an increase in the final equilibrium reaction zone pressure.
The last variable that was varied parametrically was the coolant water heat
transfer coefficient, hH2 , inside the coolant tube. Figure 4.1.9 shows that
with lower heat transfer coefficients, the time that reaction zone remains at an
elevated level increases.
The input variable, r, or (tau),, is used to cause an exponential delay in
opening the rupture disk to the relief pipe area (see equation 3.3.3.4). Varying
this term from 0.01 to 0.0001 resulted in negligible changes in the primary
pressure pulse (± 25 psia).
4.1.4. Lil7 PbM3 Breeder Steam Generator Results and Comparison
The results from executing FULIB-2 for the Li1 7Pb83 breeder, in the same
geometry as that for the Li breeder, are shown in figures 4.1.10 - 4.1.13. There
are many noticeable differences between the Li and Li17Pb8 3 breeders. The
reaction zone pressure profile, figure 4.1.10, shows that a much higher peak
primary pressure pulse is reached for the lithium-lead breeder. This is due to
the heavy breeder's inability to move away from the reaction zone site during
the acoustic time frame. This behavior can be explained by examining equation
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3.3.1.3. The term, pC, is the combination of the breeder's density and sonic
velocity. For lithium-lead, this value is approximately 8 times as great as that of
lithium. This means that longer times or greater driving pressures are needed
to get the same acoustic relief as that for lithium.
The LijPbU3 reaction zone temperature response provides the most en-
couraging difference from the pure Li breeder. As per figure 4.1.11, the max-
imum reaction zone temperature is 9250C. This is mainly due to the addition
of the lead into the reaction zone, and the need to heat this non-reacting
component from its initial temperature up to the reaction zone temperature.
The water injection rate curves also reflect the difference in the reaction
zone pressure response. Figure 4.1.12 shows a definite delay (as. compared
to figure 4.1.4) since the reaction zone pressure prevents any acceleration of
the water columns. Not until the rupture disk breaks do the water columns
accelerate up to their maximum values.
Finally, as noted by figure 4.1.13, the volume of the reaction zone for the
lithium-lead breeder is correspondingly less than that for the pure Li breeder.
This again, is due to the lower rate of zone expansion.
4.2. Breeder Blanket Module Design
4.2.1. Input Variable Selection
The second geometry type that FULIB-2 was executed for was a prelimi-
nary breeder blanket module designed by Argonne National Laboratories[ 1 .
Information from Table 4.2.1 indicates that this component is one of many
modules in the reactor and that it is small in size. To calculate the thermal and
pressure responses of this module, FULIB-2 was executed in the same manner
as it was for the steam generator design. A sketch of the module is shown in
figure 4.2.1 and appropriate dimensions and physical data displayed. Besides
these values, certain additional assumptions had to be made about the system
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Table 4.2.1 : ANL Breeder Module Characteristics
Total # of Modules -,1200
Length ft (m) 6.562 (2.0)
Width ft (m) 0.9843 (0.3)
Depth ft (m) 1.378 (0.42)
Tube O.D. in (cm) 0.0328 (1.0)
Tube I.D. in (cm) 0.0286 (0.875)
# of Tubes 63
p sa
P~ 4
p.)
:3
f2-)
Rupture
Figure 4.2.1 : ANL Breeder Module Schematic
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Disk
(ie ... rupture disk location, pressure relief setting, relief pipe size ... ). These
and other author chosen values are listed in table H.2 of Appendix H.
Once all input variables are known, this information can be fed into FULIB-2,
and code execution initiated. The next section discusses the results from the
computer code for the breeder blanket input data, and the code's sensitivity to
changes in input variables.
4.2.2. Li Breeder Module Results
The results for a lithium/water interaction inside the breeder blanket module
are shown in figures 4.2.2 - 4.2.5. The reaction zone pressure response curve,
figure 4.2.2, has a shape similar to that of figure 4.1.2 from the steam generator
results. The difference being that the primary pressure pulse for the breeder
module case occurs earlier, and peaks at a lower value. This is basically due to
the size of the breeder module, and the location of the break site with respect
to the rupture disk.
Figure 4.2.3 shows the reaction temperature response for the reaction zone
in the breeder module. Because this is a water-cooled breeder blanket, there
are fewer number of cooling tubes to absorb the heat of reaction. This results
in a reaction zone temperature that reaches a relatively high value. Notice that
the reaction zone temperature does not decrease noticeably after reaching its
peak. The reason that the temperature does not decrease is that the reaction
zone volume, figure 4.2.5, has grown to the point hydrogen gas begins to exit
through the relief pipe (note that the majority of the reaction zone is hydrogen
gas as compared with figure 4.1.5).
V = (dV) dt 3.4.3.4dtBr
As soon as this occurs, FULIB-2 stops execution. This occurred at 0.055 seconds
for the Li breeder module.
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While FULIB-2 cannot calculate the temperature response of the reaction
zone when hydrogen gas exits through the relief pipe, one can infer from the
steam generator results that the temperature must decrease. As explained in
section 4.1.2, when the reaction zone expands it contacts an increasing amount
of cooling tube surface area. In the breeder module, the maximum total reaction
zone volume is - 7.5(ft). If all of this volume were available, and sufficient
time were allowed for the heat pulse to penetrate to the inside of all the coolant
tubes, then the reaction zone temperature should indeed decrease. This can
be seen in figure 4.2.7 were the relief area was decreased enough to lengthen
the time of the interaction. As this graph shows, the reaction zone temperature
does in fact decrease in a manner similar to that of figure 4.1.3.
It should also be noted that the model used here ignores the energy required
to melt the outer layer of the coolant tube when the reaction zone temperature
exceeds the melting point of steel (~~ 1450*C.). It is also assumed that during
the time when the reaction zone temperature is above the melting point of the
steel, no motion of the melt layer occurs.
The other figure, 4.2.4, is a plot of the water injection mass flow rates. This
is similar to that of the steam generator code execution and can be described
by the same explanation.
4.2.3. Li Breeder Module Parametric Results
The most significant parameter in the breeder blanket input list is the relief
area, Areiet. Figure 4.2.6 shows the wide variation in reaction zone pressure
behavior from a change in this variable. Another important plot, figure 4.2.7, is
the temperature response that was mentioned in the previous section. As can
be seen, the reaction zone temperature does decrease if time is allowed for the
heat to be removed by the undamaged cooling tubes. (This is assuming that
the steel coolant tubes do not melt while at temperatures above 01450C).
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Another interesting parameter, r, or tau,, causes the reaction zone to vary
as shown in figure 4.2.8. By increasing the length of time it takes to open the
relief pipe to its full-bore size, the primary and secondary pressure pulses are
noticeably affected.
4.2.4. LiUPbU3 Breeder Module Results and Comparison
The results of executing FULIB-2 for Li]7 Pb8 3 as a breeding material are
shown in figures 4.2.9 - 4.2.12. The first is a plot of the reaction zone pressure.
This is similar to the lithium-lead steam generator pressure profile, but the peak
primary pulse is much lower. As compared to the pure lithium breeder in
the breeder blanket geometry, the primary pulse exhibits a more rapid initial
rise, while the secondary pressure pulse reaches a slightly higher value. The
explanation used in section 4.1.4 can be applied in this case.
Figure 4.2.10 is a plot of the breeder blanket reaction zone temperature.
Comparing this plot with that of pure lithium, the low peak temperature attained
by lithium-lead breeder is a definite advantage when safety of the module's
integrity in question. While the reaction zone temperature in the lithium breeder
will decrease after a given length of time, a lithium-lead/water interaction never
generates enough energy to increase the reaction zone temperature to critical
levels (above the melting point of the surrounding structural material).
Finally, the last two plots, figures 4.2.11 and 4.2.12, show the water injection
flow rates and the reaction zone and hydrogen volumes, respectively.
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Chapter 5
Torus Accident Modelling
5.1. Introduction
The work performed in Chapter 3 was only applicable to one specific
type of lithium-lead/water interaction : the injection of coolant, water, into
liquid breeder, lithium-lead. For the constrained systems that this model was
developed for, the behavior of the reaction zone pressure and temperature
were adequately predicted. When larger interactions are considered, however,
the assumptions made in Chapter 3 cannot be utilized. When an interaction
between equally large quantities of water and lithium-lead occurs, the chemical
reaction kinetics will be the limiting factor. While the development of this type
of model is beyond the scope of this report, a simplified calculation for this type
of interaction can be performed.
Using the STARFIRE reactor geometry as a reference system[211, the com-
plete failure of one breeder blanket sector and several divertor assemblies will
be assumed to occur. Calculating the volume occupied by the STARFIRE solid
IAIO 2 breeder, an equal amount of liquid lithium-lead breeder will be spilled into
the vacuum torus. A percentage of this will then be reacted with a stoichiometric
amount of water. Assuming that the reaction is instantaneous and that the heat
of reaction is absorbed by only the nearest surrounding materials, an equilibrium
temperature will be calculated. Figure 5.1.1 is a schematic of this interaction
and the physical relationship of the different materials to one another.
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First \all
Hydrogen Gas
Lithium-Lead Spill
Beryllium Multiplier
Figure 5.1.1 : Schematic of Torus Accident Interaction
5.2. Modelling Assumptions and Methodology
The technique used to calculate the equilibrium reaction temperature will
be a standard energy balance. If all energy quantities that exist before the
reaction are placed on the left hand side of the equation, these should equal
all energy quantities existent after the reaction. This can be written as follows:
(m CP) 11O T[IO + (M' Cp)Or T [ (M CP)r, + (M cP)st +
+(mc)B T, + (Mi )stTo = T7 (M CP)B, + (m CP)LiOH + (5.2.1)
+ (M cP)B, T' + Qin (M c,)112 + [(M c,)Pb]
To simplify this equation various algebraic manipulations are required. If
the energy associated with the incoming water is expressed with respect to T0,
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Table 5.2.1 : STARFIRE Design Parameters
Torus Volume ft3 (i 3 ) 33553.8 (950.0)
Major Radius ft (m) 22.9 (7.0)
Minor Radius ft (m) 7.02 (2.14)
First Wall Area ft 2 (m2) 8396.7 (780.0)
First Wall Thickness ft (mm) 0.0328 (10.0)
Multiplier Thickness ft (cm) 0.164 (5.0)
Breeder Thickness ft (cm) 1.51 (46.0)
Blanket Height ft (m) 9.84 (3.0)
Blanket Width ft (m) 9.84 (3.0)
Breeder Temperature oC 400.0
Coolant Temperature *C 300.0
and if c, T is represented in terms of the enthalpy, then the following expression
for the energy of the entering water can be formed
(M c,) '20 TH2O = (m c,) 20 To - mIr2O (io - iH2O) (5.2.1)
By subtracting the energy contained by the reaction products at T, from
both sides of the equation, further rearranging can be done. After grouping like
terms, equation 5.1.1 can be written as follows:
IM cP) + {M c,)LiO H
Qi- mi 2 o Y- i 20) - (Tf - T[ (M cp)B + (M CP)L ,11
+ Hreact - I HProd ) (i CP)Be + (mc')112(me,) + [%cP)Pbj (5.2.2)
where :
E7 Haeact = TI ((M c,)II 0 + (M' cP)Br) (5.2.3)
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Hpr,,o = T.((mcP), 0 I1 + (m c,) 1 2) (5.2.4)
If Qin is redefined as Q,
Qr = Qin - m; 2 o (, - iI1 20 ) (5.2.5)
then the complete energy balance expression can be condensed to:
T To + Qr + X H11eact - E HProd (5.2.6)
(m C,) + (m cP)r + (m cP)B + L (mic ) PArod
with
c(m C ,) (M C +P)LitIll+ (m CP)I2 + [Cm c,)Pb (5.2.7)
The first step in solving for the equilibrium reaction temperature is to
calculate the volumes and masses involved in the torus accident. Utilizing
information from table 5.2.1, the volumes of breeder, steel first wall, and beryllium
multiplier can be calculated. These values are given in table 5.2.2.
Once the volumes are known, the mass of each material can be calculated
from the following equations
mated = (V pte (5.2.8)
Meede, = (V P)breeder (5.2.9)
Mextra = (PV)exa (5.2.10)
After calculating the total masses involved in the interaction, the amount of
breeder to be reacted can be determined as a fraction of the amount spilled:
mreat)breeder = X% (Votal)breeder (5.2.11)
(mrcmin)breede, = (1 - X%) (mreact)b,.eee,. (5.2.12)
Table 5.2.2 : Miscellaneous Component Values
Breeder Volume ft 3 (M3 ) 741.7 (21.0)
Volume of Multiplier (Be) ft (m) 1483.4 (42.0)
(c,)j L _1 0.718 (3000.0)
( P3 m 1800.0 (112.4)
The amount of energy released from the lithium-lead/water interaction is a
function of the amount of breeder reacting. This can be calculated as follows
Qin = (m')3,. A HR (5.2.13)
It is at this pointtthat the amounts of reaction products are found. Using
the information given in the reaction rate kinetics section 3.3.3, the equations
for the both the lithium/water and lithium-lead/water interaction can be written.
MH20 == ( )(m)); m -(L4O)(m')); m12 = (1)(m')Li (5.2.14)
"= (I.A)(')L,,,
m112 = (17j)(')Li7 Pb8 3
mLiOII = (7,,j)(M')L* 1 7PbI3
MPb )LiPb3
Once the individual amounts of products are known, the heat capacities
for these masses can be solved for. One variable that has to be calculated
differently from the other reaction product terms is the heat capacity of the
lithium hydroxide.. Because LiOH will pass through its melting of 470 0C if
enough energy is supplied to the interacting system, the following equation is
used to calculate its heat capacity:
(M c,)Li 0 1 1 =
MiLiO!II kc (Tea - T.) + AHMelt + Cp() (Ti - Tmeat)]
(T - T0)
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(5.2.15)
(5.2.16)
5.3. Results and Discussion
Combining all the equations into a small computer code named, STATIC
(see Appendix L), the equilibrium temperature values for varying fractions of
breeder reacting were calculated. Figure 5.3.1 is the output from STATIC. This
figure shows that comparatively, the lithium-lead breeder is much less reactive
than pure lithium.
While both reactions have final equilibrium values well below the melting
points of any of the surrounding structural materials, it should be remembered
that this calculation does not truly represent the dynamic behavior of liquid-
metal/water interactions. Instead, of the final equilibrium temperatures, the
comparison between the lithium and lithium-lead breeder should be based on
the relative amounts of hydrogen gas which are generated.
When comparing the amounts of hydrogen gas generated there is even
greater disparity between lithium and lithium-lead. Due to the small percentage
of lithium in the eutectic alloy, only a fractional amount of the hydrogen mass
produced by lithium is formed when LiUPb8 3 reacts with water. The formation
of only relatively small amounts of hydrogen makes lithium-lead much more
desirable and safer than Li as a breeder material.
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Chapter 6
Summary & Conclusions
6.1. Lithium-Lead/Air Interactions
Recent HEDL experimental tests have shown that Li17Pb8:i does not react
with normal air atmospheres. In both the medium (400*C) and high (650*C)
temperature tests, a thin-layer of oxide formed over the surface of the pool.
Using the LITFIRE code, the same non-reactive behavior was predicted with the
layered pool model in effect. The only difference between the calculated results
and the experiment was in the rate at which the pool cooled down.
The results of the large-scale lithium-lead/air interaction study were that
when a turbulent pool was assumed to exist, the LiUPbM3 did react with the air,
but only moderately. Instead of extremely high pool temperatures like those that
are generated in a lithium/air reaction, the maximum pool temperatures for a
lithium-lead/air interaction were shown to be approximately 6701C for an initial
360*C spill.
Varying the surface area to spill mass, A/M, ratio resulted in theprediction
of a largest maximum Lil7 Pb8: pool temperature at approximately 30 (f. With
both increasing and decreasing values of A/M, the maximum pool temperature
was found to decrease in magnitude.
While the LPA-1 and LPA-2 tests proved that Li17.Pb83 is relatively safe under
quiescent interaction conditions, a need still exists for experimentally controlled
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agitated pool tests. Only by performing these tests can the exact behavior of
lithium- lead/air interactions be understood.
6.2. Lithium-Lead/Water Interactions
Results from the execution of FULIB-2 indicate that in both the steam
generator and breeder blanket geometry, the use of lithium-lead causes a serious
pressure problem when a water pipe rupture occurs. The thermal response of
such an interaction, however, seems to offset the consequences of the pressure
response. For either geometry, the maximum reaction zone temperature is well
below the melting points of the surrounding materials.
The lithium/water interaction produced lower pressures in both designs,
but in the blanket module, the reaction zone temperature reached close to
1800-C. Due to the inability .of FULIB-2 to calculate the thermal or pressure
responses after hydrogen gas begins to enter the relief pipe, it is not clear if the
reaction zone temperature would decrease in time. In the steam generator, the
expansion of the reaction zone led to the loss of increasing amounts of energy
into the coolant tube material and into the coolant. Within about 2 seconds, the
reaction zone has expanded enough to encompass sufficient cooling tube area
such that the reaction zone temperature decreases back to its initial value. If
an analogy can be made between the energy removal mechanism of the steam
generator and the breeder blanket, then it is certain the the breeder module
reaction zone temperature will indeed decrease.
The results from Chapter 5 have shown that the large quantities of hydrogen
which are generated in a Li/1 20 torus interaction could be the more important
factor in determining the overall safety of this breeder/coolant combination.
Comparatively, the amounts of hydrogen generated by a Lit7 Pb83/I2 interac-
tion are almost an order of magnitude less. Future breeder blanket module
design studies should include hydrogen generation results, such as these, when
either of these breeders is considered in conjunction with a water coolant.
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In both of the lithium-lead/water interaction models developed in this report,
the reaction rate between the reactants was assumed to be instantaneous and
complete. This assumption was made because first, it represents the worst case
condition of such interactions and second, it is much simpler to solve for the
behavior of the interactions. To more accurately predict the consequonces of
both the proposed lithium-lead/water interactions, a formulated reaction rate
model should be included in the calculations. By doing this, a more accurate
comparison between Li and Lij7 Pb8 3 breeder/water interactions can be made.
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Appendix A
Nomenclature
. . . . . . . . . . area (ft2 )
. . . . . ... . sonic velocity in Breeder
...... specific heat
. . . . . . . . . . equivalent diameter of relief pipe (ft)
. . . . . . .. . inside diameter of coolant tube (ft)
. . . . . . . . . . outside diameter of coolant tube (ft)
. . . . . . . . . . friction factor (Moody)
...... gravitational constant ( S)
. . . . . . . . . heat transfer coefficient
. . . . . . . . . . enthalpy (Bi-)
. . . . . . . . . . thermal conductivity BTU
. . . . . . . . . . summation of friction loss factors in rel
. . . . . . . . . . length (ft)
. . . . . . . . . . mass (ibm)
. . . . . . . . . . mass reacted (Ibm)
... ..... mass rate of change (im
. . . . . . . .. pressure Op
. . .. heat rate W
ief pipe
A
CBr
D,
D;
DI
f
ge
h
k
KI
L
m
(d-)
P
Q
r)
R 110(g) 2
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radius (ft)
radius rate of change (t
hydrogen gas constant (4f?)
. . . . . . . . . temperature (*R)
. . . . . . . . . temperature rate of change see
. . . . . . . . . mean temperature (,R)
t . . . . . . . . . time (sec)
d(4 I) . . . . . . ... internal energy rate of change
V . . . . . . . . . volume (ft')
( ) . . . . . . . . . volume rate of change see
. . . . . . . . . velocity a)
(A)J . . . . . . . . . velocity rate of change (d )
x . . . . . . . . . linear distance (ft)
. . . . . . . . . velocity
a . . . . . . . . . thermal diffusivity (ft /sec)
6 . . . . . . . . . thermal penetration depth (ft)
AIIR . . . . . . . . . heat of reaction
p . . . . . . . . . density (ft
. . . . . . . . . rupture disk time constant $cc
T ,e . . . . . . . . . tube thickness (ft)
Be . . . . . . . . . denotes beryllium
Br . . . . . . ..  denotes breeder
St . . . . . . . . . denotes steel
tube . . . . . . . . . denotes coolant tube material
7A
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Appendix B
Material Properties List
Table B.1 Summary of Material Properties
(c,)_ _ 0.996 1 4.161
(cp)Lipb 0.0415 0.1738
(cP) 0.035 IL) 0. 14 6
(C,) 0.12 -0.-- -A5 Joule
(c)snte ]Im-1 urnOK)(c 0.156 .65 0.65
_ L 31.0 (m) 49662
__i__P___ 648.65 10391.37 ("1
PPb 708.0 .11342.2
P1iO6 16. M 2563.2
PLsN 86.94 1392.8
P!4 20 124.0 (1) 1986.5 ( #)
f Peet 497.5 (f) 7970.0
Pconcrete 144.0 2306.9 )ft (!P4
kLr 33.8 (7 58.5s
k 9.3 - 16.1 watts
k 12.0 (7lfl 20.8kte- 1.o (f h . mK
th 1.00 m 0K
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Appendix C
LITFIRE Input Data
C.1. LPA-1 Initial Conditions
Tpooi 400.0 (0c)
Apoo 0.2 (M 2)
MP001 165.0 (Kg)
Tgas 45.0 (oC)
40.0 ('C)
36.0 (-C)
23.0 (-C)
Twal
Tijoor
Tambierst
C.2. LPA-2 Initial Conditions
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TPOOt 650.0 (-C)
Apool 0.2 (m2)
mrOOn , 165.0 (Kg)
Tgas 60.0 (C)
TWall 35.0 ('C)
Tf loor 36.0 ('C)
Tambient 23.0 (*C)
C.3. Large-Scale Lithium-Lead Spill Data
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360.0 ('C)
21.65 (m2)
220.0 & 1575.0 (Kg)
Ta3 32.0 (oC)
Twa 1  31.0 (0C)
Tijoor 31.0 (9C)
Tam bient 27.0 (*C)
Tpoot
Apool
Appendix D
LITFIRE Input/Output Data Files
D.1. Input for LPA-1
THIS IS THE INPUT DATA FOR THE EXECUTION
OF THE LITFIRE CODE (BRITISH UNITS)
options in effect
iblow = 0 lesc 0 isfic = 0 iswich = 0
laros1 = 0 flagpn = T flag2 = F flagsi = T
flagas = F flagc = F flagw = F flagf = F
flagisi = F fiagpb = T flagdf = T
physical properties
emconc = 0.9000 cpcon = 0.1560 kcon 1.0000
rhcon = 144.0000 emli 0.2000 cpli 0.9960
akli = 28.0000 rhli = 30.0000 rholio = 124.0000
rholin = 86.9400 rholih = 160.0000 emgpf = 0.0400
emcz = 0.9000 taucz = 0.1000
inner containment dimensions
vp = 500.0000 chp = 12.0000 cpap = 0.1247
xmola = 39.9000 fra = 0.3600 ra = 5.8000
extraneous heat capacity node data
tehczp = 569.0000 xmehcp = 200.0000 aehcp = 20.0000
cpehcp = 0.1200 hinecp = 0.0900
spill parameters
asli = 2.1560 spill 363.7600
zli = 5.6240 spray = 0.0000
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parameters associated with outermost containment
thwc = 0.0000 thfc = 0.0000 gap = 0.0000
kgap = 0.0150 kleak = 0.0000
primary steel wall data
estlwp = 0.8500
rhswp = 497.5498
cpswp = 0.1200
awp = 272-.0000
kstlwp 30.0000
thwp 0.0260
primary steel floor data
estlfp = 0.8500
rhsfp = 497.5498
cpsfp = 0.1200 kstlfp = 30.0000
afp = 2.1500 thfp 0.0260
heat transfer correlation coefficients
hin = 0.1200 hinsam
hingss = 0.1200 hinps
hinfgs = 0.0700 hinfsg
combustion parameters
qco = 18510.0000
rcmbh2 = 6.9300
qco2 0.0000
qcn = 4080.0000
qcw = 13784.0000
initial conditions
tgpzer
tlii
wo2p
papzer
572.4000
1211.4000
0.2320
17.9000
rcmbo
percen
rcmbol
rcmbn
rcmbw
tspzer
tsfpi
wap
0.0700
0.0700
0.0700
0.8764
0.0000
0.8764
1.4870
0.3830
563.4000
556.2000
0.0014
hingsp = 0.1200
hinfam = 0.0700
tvap
qcol
rcmbo2
tmel t
qvap
tczi
ta
wwap
2916.0000
18510.0000
= 0.0000
353.0000
8431.0000
1211.4000
532.8000
0.0000
integration control parameters
imeth = 3
relerr = 0.0060
dtmin = 0.2000
delout = 2000.0000
timef = 12000.0000
data for suspended pan optional geometry:
1211.4000
0.0505
13.0000
0.2080
8.0000
apan
bredth =
rhpan =
thkin2 =
cpins =
7.0000
5.9100
492.2200
0.0420
0.2550
cppan = 0.1200
ains = 12.8800
emins = 0.9000
hingpf = -0.0000
data for lithium lead combustion option:
cplead = 0.0350 klead = 9.3000 rhlead = 708.0000
alloyi = 0.1700 qdiss = 3315.0000 cplipb - 0.0416
dflipb-var = 0.70000E-07
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tpanzo
thkpan
kpan
thkinl
rhins
D.2. Input for LPA-2
The following are input values which are different from LPA-2:
initial conditions
tgpzer = 599.4000
tlii = 1661.4000
tspzer = 554.4000
tsfpi = 556.2000
tczi = 1661.4000
ta = 532.8000
data for suspended pan optional geometry:
tpanzo 1661.4000
D.4. Output for LPA-2
0.0
10.1
50.1
100.6
250.6
500.6
750.6
1000.6
2000.6
5000.6
10000.6
12000.6
650.00
649.99
649.88
649.39
646.71
641.31
635.47
629.49
605.53
538.87
448.95
419.46
123.45
122.65
121.22
120.85.
120.92
121.00
121.01
120.99
120.85
119.71
116.73
115.45
0.6000E+02
0.5788E+02
0.5411E+02
0.5316E+02
0.5349E+02
0.5392E+02
0.5415E+02
0.5433E+02
0.6479E+02
0.5428E+02
0.5038E+02
0.4855E+02
D.3. Input for the Large-Scale Lil7Pb3 Spill
THIS IS THE INPUT DATA FOR THE EXECUTION
OF THE LITFIRE CODE (BRITISH UNITS)
options in effect
iblow
iarosl
flagas
flagisi
= 0 iesc
= 0 flagpn
= F flagc
= F flagpb
physical properties
emconc = 0.9000
rhcon = 144.0000
akli = 28.0000
rholin = 86.9400
emcz = 0.9000
0
T
F
T
cpcon
emli i
rhli i
rhol ih
taucz
isflc =
flag2 =
flagw =
fIagdf =
0.1560
0.2000
30.0000
160.0000
0.1000
0
F
F
F
iswich
flagsi
flagf
kcon
cpli
rhol io
emgpf
1.0000
0.9960
124.0000
0.0400
inner containment dimensions
Vp = 30086.0000 chp = 66.7000 cpap = 0.1247
xmola = 39.9000 fra = 0.0500 ra = 5.0000
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0
T
F
=
=
=
extraneous heat capacity node data
tehczp = 543.0000 xmehcp = 123000.0000 aehcp = 510.0000
cpehcp = 0.1200 hinecp = 0.0900
spill parameters
asli = 21.6500 spill = 220.0000
zli = 0.3387 spray = 0.0000
parameters associated with outermost containment
thwc = 0.0840 thfc = 0.0840 gap = 0.0000
kgap = 0.0150 kleak = 0.0000
primary steel wall data
estlwp = 0.8500
rhswp = 497.5498
cpswp = 0.1200
awp = 5600.0000
kstlwp 30.0000
thwp 0.0580
primary steel floor data
estltp = 0.8500
rhsfp = 497.5498
cpsfp = 0.1200 kstlfp = 30.0000
afp = 4000.0000 thfp = 0.0580
heat transfer correlation coefficients
hin = 0.1200 hinsam = 0.0700
hingss = 0.1200 hinps = 0.0700
hinfgs = 0.0700 hinfsg = 0.0700
combustion parameters
hingsp = 0.1200
hinfam = 0.0700
qco = 18510.0000 rcmbo = 0.8764 tvap = 2916.0000
rcmbh2 = 6.9300 percen = 0.0000 qcol = 18510.0000
qco2 = 0.0000 rcmbol = 0.8764 rcmbo2 = 0.0000
qcn = 4080.0000 rcmbn = 1.4870 tmelt = 353.0000
qcw = 13784.0000 rcmbw = 0.3830 qvap = 8431.0000
initial conditions
tgpzer
tili
wo2p
papzer
549.1750
1140.0000
0.2316
16.4330
tspzer
tsfpi
wap
546.9600
546.0000
0.0094
tczi
ta
wwap
1140.0000
540.5300
0.0062
integration control parameters
imeth = 3
relerr = 0.0060
dtmin = 0.2000
delout = 2000.0000
timef = 3000.0000
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data for suspended pan optional geomotry:
tpanzo = 1140.0000 apan = 35.2900 cppan 0.1200
thkpan = 0.0505 bredth = 16.5000
kpan 13.0000 rhpan = 492.2200
thkinl = 0.1667 thkin2 = 0.0833 ains = 43.4500
rhins = 10.0000 cpins = 0.2000 emins = 0.9000
hingpf = 0.0000
data for lithium lead combustion option:
cplead 0.0350 klead = 9.3000 rhlead = 708.0000
alloyi = 0.1700 qdiss = 3315.0000 cplipb = 0.0415
D.4. Output for the Large-Scale Li 17Pb83 Spill
0.0 360.33 113.33 0.3210E+02
10.1 364.02 113.32 0.3206E+02
50.5 415.94 113.34 0.3219E+02
100.9 433.01 113.46 0.3263E+02
200.9 415.78 113.69 0.3325E+02
500.9 397.22 114.02 0.3413E+02
750.9 382.88 .114.11 0.3437E+02
1000.9 369.47 114.14 0.3446E+02
1500.9 345.06 114.15 0.3448E+02
2000.9 323.42 114.13 0.3444E+02
2502.6 304.05 114.10 0.3436E+02
3004.3 286.65 114.06 0.3425E+02
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Appendix E
Runge-Kutta Integration Routine
The Runge-Kutta integration routine used in FULIB-2 is the same subroutine
used in the LITFIRE code. Given a function's initial value and it's time derivative
at a certain time step, the integration mechanism will calculate the function's
new value at that time. In other words:
F(t) = F(to) + dt dF (E.1)
This method is used extensively throughout FULIB-2. For instance, the
calculation of the reaction zone temperature requires that equation 3.3.8.1 be
re-written in the following form
c -(TV'O Tzone)(LM) + cp(Tnr - Tzone)( )
m Cp (d) Q react + E' Hreact - ' HProd (E.2)
Ozn - (Muc- Qf orced convection
Then by dividing through by the heat capacity, m cp, the temperature rate
of change can be given to the Runge-Kutta integration subroutine. (The terms,
' Heact and E HProd, were evaluated prior to the actual code calculation and
found to be approximately equal. Therefore, in order to simplify the calculation,
these terms were neglected. The inclusion of these terms into the reaction zone
temperature calculation would not significantly alter the results.)
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Appendix F
Miscellaneous Variable Derivations
F.1. Liquid Breeder Volume Ratio Calculation
The ratio of the liquid breeder volume to that of the total volume occupied
by the zone is computed in the static section of FULIB-2. The equations used
in this calculation are:
ratiototal = (Vtota) (F.1.1)
Votal
with
Vtotai = Amod Ltotal (F.1.2)
and
Vtue = Atub Ltotat Ntue (F.1.3)
F.2. Afi0, Determination
The use of the one-dimensional acoustic approximation in chapter 3 resulted
in the need to define an estimated parallel flow area, Afji 0 . If the assumption
that pressure wave reflections from surrounding coolant tubes can restrict the
breeder movement to the axial direction is made, then the distances from the
broken coolant tube to adjacent tubes mark the region for this estimated flow
area. Figure F.2.1 shows the proposed method for determining this flow area.
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If the ruptured coolant tube is located at the center of the triangularly
pitched tube bundle, there are 12 triangular unit flow regions which can be
accounted for in axial flow. By calculating the flow area per cooling tube :
(Af~t0 b) : (Aw)tl (F.2.1)
it can be seen that
Af low = 6 (Aflow~tb (1,.2.2)
F.3. Water Density Calculation
The density of the water in the ruptured coolant tube is a required value
since the equations used to accelerate the water column to maximum flow
conditions are highly dependent on it. To keep matters simple, a mean density
is calculated based on the inlet, break site, and exit densities of an un-ruptured
coolant tube. This is done in the breeder blanket module design, where a sub-
cooled liquid is being accelerated, and in the steam generator design, where
saturated and mixed quality fluids are accelerated. Since a double-ended tube
failure is being considered, a mean density is calculated for each side of the
ruptured coolant tube.
For the breeder blanket module, values from appendix G are used to find
the mean densities in each side of the ruptured coolant tube:
(p=H2O Pinlet Pbreak) = 54.05 (I)
= (PiL'"'" b "-.k) = 46.5 ( I)
Pinlet 57.5
P outlet 42.4 (lb-)
Pbeac50.6 (lb)
In the steam generator design, the inlet and outlet temperatures are not
exactly known. Since this data is not available, the following assumptions will
be made:
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1. The water at the inlet of the coolant tube will be considered 50 degrees F.
sub-cooled
2. The break will be assumed to be at the center of the steam generator where
the fluid will be assumed to be a saturated liquid
3. At the exit, the fluid will be assumed to be a saturated vapor of quality one
Using this information, and some data from Appendix G, the following list
of water densities can be compiled for the steam generator geometry:
- Pinlt Pbr ) = 38.68 (ft)
Pi 1,.h~ t Pbr en& = 21.38 (11")
Pinet42.06 (lb)
P~uld7.46 (b'
Pbreak 35.3
F.4. Maximum Water Flow Rate Calculation
The maximum flow rate that can be attained by a fluid is dependent on
the internal characteristics of the fluid, and the boundary conditions placed on
that fluid. In this analysis, there are two mechanisms by which the maximum
flow rate is calculated. The first method is one proposed by H. Fauske for
critical two-phase, steam-water flows[181. His theory allows for the prediction of
the maximum choked flow rate from the fluid conditions at the critical outlet
pressure. The second is similar to that derived in section 3.2.3. where a column
of fluid is accelerated to the quasi-static Bernoulli limit.
To utilize either of the above methods in the calculation of the maximum
water flow rate, there are certain assumptions that must be made. The
Fauske theory requires that the critical pressure and quality be known in the
determination of the maximum two-phase flow rate. For long tubes with ratios of
> 12, the critical pressure ratio for two-phase water flow is about 0.55. Using
this value, the critical pressure for a system can be found. The critical quality,
however, requires another assumption to be made. In both the steam generator
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and breeder blanket designs, it is assumed that the water in the ruptured coolant
tube is moving at such a large velocity that little or no additional heat is absorbed
by it. This means that the entropy, or enthalpy, of the fluid at the entrance to the
ruptured tube is about that at the break location. If this premise is accepted,
then critical qualities from any given initial coolant conditions can be found
based on the initial fluid characteristics.
Using information from Appendices F.2 and G, the following is a list of
values used in the determination of two-phase choked flow rates for the steam
generator and breeder blanket systems:
Steam Generator
Pin .. ....................... 2466.0 (psia)
PCritical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1356.0 (psia)
Sin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.82598 (BTU)
Xcritical . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . 6.0%
. .l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12, 500
Put. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2466.0 (psia)
Sut . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.2366 (RTU )
XCritical . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 80.0%
(IM . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 5, 300 - m(dt&)critical..............................im
Breeder Blanket Module
P t.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 2176.5 (psia)
Peritical . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1200.0 (psia)
SUt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.8181 (nru
Xcritical . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . 8.0%
(dm . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 0 I"m(i d)critical........... .......... 11, 000 8Cft
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Appendix G
Reference Information
G.1. Westinghouse Steam Generator
With little data other than that available in Table 4.1.1., the list of background
information for the Westinghouse steam generator is short :
2466.0 (psia)
25.0 (psia)
400.0 (C)
G.2. Breeder Blanket Module
Additional background information for this breeder blanket module is more
extensive. Most of the following information was collected from ANL/FP-79-1[171
2176.5 (psia)
25.0 (psia)
550.0 (-C)
180.0 (-C)
250.0 (oC)
320.0 (-C)
0.38 (" B7f12.sec.*F)
PH 2 0 '
PBreeder
TBreeder
P 120
PBreeder
Treeder
(TI,20)in
(T,,20)break
(T 20O)Ot
h J120
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Appendix H
Input Data Used by FULIB-2
Table H.1 Steam Generator Input Data
L,.eiie 60.0 (ft) 18.3 (in)
frelief 0.02
K, 0.24
Arelief 0.78 (ft 2) 720.0 (cm 2)
Preijef 450.0 (Psia) 3.1 (MPa)
Let~e 33.75 (ft) 10.3 (m)
ftube 0.002
Ttube 0.0041 (ft) 1.25 (mm)
Lref tee 33.75 (ft) 10.3 (m)
Ldisk 34.75 (ft) 10.6 (m)
rzone 0.1354 (ft) 4.13 (cm)
hn2 0  0.38 T 2367.6 ('aYt I20ft2.s.i P (pm 2 
-*K
re 0.002 (sec)
S35.0 ("') 560.0
[ 20 ] 50.0 ( M) 801.0 (()
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i~1
Table H.2 : Breeder Blanket Input Data
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Lretief 5.0 (ft) 1.52 (i)
freiief 0.01
K 0.24
Arelief 0.196 (ft2 ) 180.0 (cm 2)
Preief 450.0 (Psia) 3.1 (MPa)
Ltuse 3.281 (ft) 1.0 (m)
ftube 0.007
Tube 0.0041 (ft) 1.25 (mm)
Lreftec 3.281 (ft) 1.0 (m)
Ldi.k 1.478 (ft) 0.45 (m)
rzone 0.1354 (ft) 4.13 (cm)
hf20 0.4 ( BTU 2492.4 (matth 110t 2
.fgee.Fo n G
e 0.002(l)
M'20 54.5 Am 873.1
I 46.5 (t) 744.9
Appendix I
FULIB-2 Input/Output Data Files
1.1. Li Steam Generator Input
cpw
cp-lioh
rhol i
rho-lead
cp-tube
cp-lipb
co-lead
rho-tube
delt
percent-error
dimod
ditubo
parall
w12
factl1
fact3
prw
prlief
frictl
k1- relief
delh
zonti
tili
rep 1
rhowl
maxrlol
al
1.4000000
0.8333333
31.1250000
648.6500244
0.1400000
0.0415000
5840.0000000.
500.0000000
0.0000001
0.0200000
6.0100002
0.0689000
67.5000000
33.7500000
33.7500000
0.0020000
355200.0000000
64800.0000000
0.0020000
0.2000000
13000.0000000
0.1354000
1230.0000000
1.0000000
38.6800003
16.1100006
0.0010540
cpl i
cvh
rho-i ioh
rho-] ipb
cp-lead
rh
co-li
k-tube
timer
run-type
direp
ditubi
Wi 1
repll
fact2
factS
pmod
prinf
frict2
kl-internal
dxdtwi
Iico
tw
numtub
rhow2
maxflo2
1.0000000
2.4349000
160.0000000
594.9299927
0.0369800
766.5399780
14370.0000000
0.0033333
5.0000000
1
1.0000000
0.0607000
33.7500000
60.0000000
34.7500000
6.0000000
3552.0000000
2116.8000488
0.0100000
0.0400000
3.2809999
0.4000000
1126.2800293
3366.0000000
21.3799992
6.8299999
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1.2. Li Steam Generator Output
-0.07393575
-0.04116884
0.22028440
3.12453890
6.82999992
6.82999992
6.82999992
6.82999992
6.82999992
6.82999992
6.82999992
0.00000000
0.00001774
0.00023898
0.38743988
5.01166487
13.78365803
70.93715668
129.37037659
243.49055481
353.37973022
560.76654053
0.010393
0.010425
0.010827
0.705697
9.008256
24.758526
127.393463
232.356461
437.364929
634.772217
1007.323914
1.3. Li 1 7 Pbs3 Steam Generator Input
cpw
cp- Iioh
rhol i
rho-lead
cp-tube
cp-l ipb
co-lead
rho-tube
delt
percent-error
dimod
di tubo
parall
w12
factl1
fact3
prw
prlief
fricti
kl-relief
delh
zonti
tlii
rep 1
rhowl
maxflol
al
1.4000000
= 0.8333333
= 31.1250000
= 648.6500244
= 0.1400000
0.0415000
= 5840.0000000
500.0000000
0.0000001
= 0.0200000
6.0100002
= 0.0689000
67.5000000
= 33.7500000
= 33.7500000
= 0.0020000
= 355200.0000000
= 64800.0000000
= 0.0020000
= 0.2000000
= 73.7099991
= 0.1354000
= 1230.0000000
= 1.0000000
= 38.6800003
= 16.1100006
= 0.0010540
cpli
cvh
rho-l ioh
rho-l ipb
cp-lead
rh
co- i
k-tube
timef
run-type
direp
ditubi
W11
repi I
fact2
factS
pmod
prinf
frict2
kl-internal
dxdtwi
hco
tw
numtub
rhow2
maxflo2
1.0000000
= 2.4349000
160.0000000
594.9299927
= 0.0369800
= 766.5399780
14370.0000000
= 0.0033333
5.0000000
2
1.0000000
= 0.0607000
= 33.7500000
- 60.0000000
= 34.7500000
= 6.0000000
3552.0000000
2116.8000488
0.0100000
0.0400000
3.2809999
= 0.4000000
1148.0000000
3366.0000000
= 21.3799992
6.8299999
1.4. Lii7Pb83 Steam Generator Output
0.0000010
0.0000119
0.0010309
0.0053476
0.0101343
0.1110564
24.7
913.8
1578.7
2487.1
126.5
269.3
410.3
410.4
414.8
455.6
524.9
933.1
0.1338
0.1363
0.3179
0.4756
1.5407
16.1100
-0.07393575
-0.07143314
0.11023792
0.26840028
1.33286428
6.82999992
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0.0000010
0.0001064
0.0010037
0.0103224
0.0518377
0.1081080
0.5106273
1.0096009
2.0294163
3.0100081
4.8535209
24.7
327.9
578.8
42.9
101.8
110.4
84.9
74.2
72.5
72.9
73.3
410.3
410.6
416.0
690.5
1140.6
1198.0
738.9
523.9
447.4
433.6
424.3
0.1338
0.1665
0.4279
3.3519
13.4594
16.1100
16.1100
16.1100
16.1100
16.1100
16.1100
0.00000000
0.00000058
0.00006627
0.00049941
0.03472077
4.44272041
0.010393
0.010394'
0.010560
0.011833
0.074419
8.294909
6.82999992
6.82999992
6.82999992
6.82999992
6.82999992
13.84261894
27.82005501
51.45114136
114.89892578
221.75830078
25.731112
51.738491
96.144028
215.747635
417. 185211
1.5. Li Breeder Blanket Input
cpw
cp-l ioh
rhol i
rho-lead
cp-tube
cp-lipb
co-lead
rho-tube
delt
percent-error
d imod
ditubo
parall
W12
facti1
fact3
prw
prlief
fricti
kl-rel ief
delh
zonti
tlii
repl1
rhowl
maxfl 1
al
1.4000000
0.8333333
31.1250000
648.6500244
0.1400000
0.0416000
5840.0000000
500.0000000
0.0000001
0.0200000
1.3145000
0.0328000
= 6.5619998
= 3.2809999
= 3.2809999
= 0.0020000
= 313412.0000000
= 64800.0000000
= 0.0070000
= 0.2000000
= 13000.0000000
= 0.1354000
= 1482.0000000
- 0.0010000
54.5000000
100.0000000
0.0004753
cpli
cvh
rho-l ioh
rho-] ipb
cp-lead
rh
co-]i
k-tube
timef
run-type
direp
ditubi
w11
repl I
fact2
factS
- pmod
prinf
frict2
kl-internal
dxdtwi
hco
tw
numtub
rhow2
maxi 102
1.0000000
2.4349000
160.0000000
594.9299927
0.0369800
766.5399780
14370.0000000
0.0033333
5.0000000
3
0.5000000
0.0246000
3.2809999
5.0000000
1.3789999
6.0000000
3552.0000000
2116.8000488
0.0100000
0.0400000
3.2809999
1.0000000
942.0000000
63.0000000
46.5000000
7.0660000
1.6. Li Breeder Blanket Output
0.0000010
0.0000255
0.0000516
0.0001036
0.0002079
0.0005020
0.0010103
0.0050450
0.0102147
0.0259067
0.0531856
24.7
150.1
165.4
207.4
283.8
492.2
133.7
112.1
166.2
246.1
271.2
550.3
550.4
550.4
550.5
550.8
552.8
559.3
764.5
1122.0
1610.6
1805.6
0.0850
0.1183
0.1637
0.2232
0.3581
0.7152
1.3406
6.5578
11.2179
15.0881
15.2623
0.2593129
0.5002967
1.0193790
2.5098786
5.0201936
226.8
201.0
192.4
192.6
194.1
847.4
700.4
546.2
457.7
433.4
16.1100
16.1100
16.1100
16.1100
16.1100
-0.07251485
-0.03923029
-0.00380931
0.06570469
0.20067364
0.55788982
1.18375325
6.36509371
7.06599998
7.06599998
7.06599998
0.00000000
0.00000733
0.00001625
0.00003767
0.00009704
0.00030150
0.00427210
0.16742879
0.52659190
1.82612407
4.31331682
0.010393
0.010400
0.010410
0.010432
0.010494
0.010709
0.014850
0.184952
0.559506
1.914958
4.508978
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1.7. Li 7 Pb8:3 Breeder Blanket Input
cpw
cp-lioh
rhol i
rho-lead
cp-tube
cp-l ipb
co-lead
rho-tube
delt
percent-error
dimod
ditubo
parall
w12
factl1
fact3
prw
prlieft
fricti
kl- relief
delh
zonti
tlii
repi
rhowi
maxflol
al
1.4000000
0.8333333
31.1250000
648.6500244
0.1400000
0.0415000
5840.0000000
500.0000000
0.0000001
0.0200000
1.3145000
0.0328000
6.5619998
3.2809999
3.2809999
0.0020000
313412.0000000
64800.0000000
0.0070000
0.2000000
86.7300034
0.1354000
1482.0000000
0.0010000
54.5000000
100.0000000
0.0004763
cpli
cvh
rho-] ioh
rho-i ipb
cp-lead
rh
co-i i
k-tube
t imef
run-type
direp
ditubi
w11
repli
fact2
factS
pmod
prinf
frict2
k-internal
dxdtwi
hco
tw
numtub
rhow2
maxflo2
= 1.0000000
= 2.4349000
= 160.0000000
- 594.9290927
= 0.0369800
= 766.5399780
14370.0000000
= 0.0033333
= 5.0000000
4
= 0.5000000
= 0.0246000
= 3.2809999
= 5.0000000
= 1.3789999
= 6.0000000
3552.0000000
= 2116.8000488
= . 0.0100000
0.0400000
3.2809999
0.3850000
942.0000000
63.0000000
46.5000000
7.0660000
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Appendix J
FULIB-2 Code Listing
C-*-FORTRAN-*-
C***** This Code Calcaulates the Pressure and Temperature
C***** Response of a Lihtium-Lead Breeder due to a Ruptured
C***** Coolant tube, in user chosen geometries.
C*****
dimension dell(5000),temp-ront(5000),
. time-val(5000),d-dell-dt(5000),
. vol-tub(5000),vol-tubout(5000),
. d-temp-front-dt(5000),temp-dell-mean(5000)
real prw,prinf,mdotwlmdotw2.mdotlh,mdoth,
. pzone,mh2,mliohpsia,intgrl,maxvol,mlimlii,
. parall,pl,p2,numtub,kl,maxflol,maxflo2,mdotw,
. k-tubekl-relief.kl-internal.pmod,
. prlief,m-lead,mdot-lithium,mdot-lead,mdot-bredr,
. percent-error.mass-tub(5000)
integer imeth,page,count,count5,count6,count7,count8,
count9,start,run-type
C**************** Common Storage Area * *** ********** * **
common /intgl/ imeth,icount,istore,inoin,ipass.delt,
xic(101),zzz(501)
C**************** Input and Output File Openings * * *
open(unit=1,file='input.dat',status='old')
open(unit=7,file='output1.dat'.status='new')
open(unit=8,Vile='zza.dat'.status='new')
open(unit-9,file='extra.dat',status='new')
C*********~******** Read in Input Variables ************************
read (1,1000) cpwcpli,cp-lioh,cvh
read (1,1000) rholi,rho-lioh,rho-leadrho-lipb
read (1,1000) cp-tubecp-leadcp-lipb,rh
read (1,1000) co-leadco-li,rho-tube,k-tube
read (1,1001) delt.timefpercent-error,run-type
if (run-type *eq. 1) then
open(unit=2,file= 'mars.dat',status='old')
endif
if (run-type .eq. 2) then
open(unit=2,file='marspb.dat',status='old')
endif
if (run-type .eq. 3) then
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open(unit=2,rile='anl.dat',status='old')
endif
if (run-type .eq. 4) then
open(unit=2,file='anlpb.dat'.status='old')
endif
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
read
(2,1000) dimoddirep.dituboditubi
(2,1000) parall,wl1,wl2,repll
(2,1000) factl,fact2.fact3,fact5
(2,1000) prw,pmod,prliefprinf
(2,1000) frictl.frict2,kl-relief,kl-internal
(2,1000) delh,dxdtwizontihco
(2,1000) tliitw,replnumtub
(2,1000) rhow1,rhow2,maxflo1,maxflo2
(2,1002) at
C*****
1000 format(f14.7,3(2x,f14.7))
1001 format(f14.7,2(2x,f14.7),2x,11)
1002 format(fM4.7)
C**************** Print Out the Input Values **********************.
write (7,1007) cpw,cpli.cp-lioh,cvh
write (7,1008) rholi.rho-liohrho-lead.rho-lipb
write (7,1009) cp-tube,cp-lead,cp-lipb.rh
write (7,1010) co-leadco-li,rho-tubek-tube
write (7,1011) delt.timef,percent-error.run-type
C*****
1007 format(' cpw'.tl7,'=',t19,f14.7,t40,'cpli',t57,'=',t59,f14.7/,
' cp-lioh',t17,'=',tl9,fl4.7,t40,'cvh',t57,'=',t59,fl4.7/)
1008 format(' rholi',t17,'=',t19.f14.7,t40,'rho-l-ioh',t57,'=',
, t59,f14.7/,' rho-lead',t17,'=',t19,f14.7,t40,'rho-lipb'.t57,
.'=',t59,f14.7/)
1009 format(' cp-tube',t17,'=',t19,f14.7,t40,'cp-lead',t57.':',
. t59,f14.7/,' cp-lipb'.t17,'s',t19,f14.7,t4O,'rh',t57.
'=',t59,f14.7/)
1010 format(' co-lead',t17,'',t19,f14.7.t4O.'co-l1'.t67,'=',
. t59,t14.7/,' rho-tube',t17,'=',t19,f14.7,t40,'k-tube',t57,
.'' t59,f14.7/)
1011 format(' delt',t17,'=',t19.f14.7,t40.'timef',t57,'=',t59,f14.7/,
percent-error',t17,'='.tig.f14.7,t40,'run-type',t57,
'',t69, 114/)
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
write
(7,1013)
(7.1014)
(7,1015)
(7.1016)
(7.1017)
(7,1018)
(7,1019)
(7,1020)
(7,1021)
dimoddirep,dituboditubi
parall.w11,w12.repll
fact ,fact2,fact3,fact5
prwpmod.prlief,prinf
frictl,frict2,kl-relief.kl-internal
delhdxdtwi.zontihco
tlii.tw,replnumtub
rhowl,rhow2,maxflolmaxflo2
al
Co****
1013 format(' dimod',t17.'=',tlgf14.7,t40,'direp',t57,''.,t59,f14.7/,
* ditubo',t17,'=',t19,f14.7,t40,'ditubi'.t57,'=',t59,f14.7/)
1014 format(' parall',t17,'='.t19,f14.7.t40.'w11',t57,'=',t59,f14.7/.
101' w2',t7,'=',t19,f14.7t4,'rept't57,'='t59,f14.7/)
1015 format(' factl',tl7,'=',tl9,fl4.7,t40,'fact2',t57,'=',t59,fl4.7/,
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' fact3',tl7,'=',t19,fl4.7,t4O,'fact5',t67,'=',t59,fl4.7/)
1016 format(' prw',t17,'=',t19,r14.7,t40,'pmod',t57,'=',t59,fl4.7/,
.I prlief',t17,'=',tI9,f14.7,
. t40,'prinf',t57,'=',t59.f14.7/)
1017 format(' frictI',t17,'=',t19,f14.7,
. t40,'frict2',t57,'=',t59,f14.7/,
.' kl-relief',t17,'=',t19,fI4.7,
. t40,'kl-internal',t57,'=',t59,f14.7/)
1018 format(' delh',t17.'=',t19.f14.7.t40,'dxdtwi',t57,'=',t59g,14.7/,
zonti' ,t17,'=' ,t19,f14.7,t40, 'hco' ,t57,'=' ,t59,fl4.7/)
1019 format(' tll'.t17,'=',t19,f14.7,t40, 'tw',t67,'=',t59,f14.7/,
' repl'.t17,'=',t19,f14.7,t40,'numtub',t57,'=',t9,f14.7/)
1020 rormat(' rhow1*.t17.'=',t19,f14.7,t40,'rhow2',t57.'=',t59,f14.7/,
' maxflol',t17.'=',t19,f14.7,t40.'maxflo2',t57,=' ,t59,f14.7/)
1021 format(' aV',t17,'=',t19,f14.7/)
C****************** initital ize variables ***************
count = 0
dxdtwr = (-1.)*dxdtwi
dxdtwl = dxdtwi
dsdtw = 0.
dvdtw - 0.
mdotw = 0.
mdotlh = 0.
mdoth = 0.
dvdtli 0.
dvdtlh = 0.
dvdth = 0.
dvdtsy = 0.
pzone = pmod
psia = pzone/144.
time = 10.*delt
dtdtz = 0.
dxdtl = 0.
dsdtli = 0.
dxdtli = 0.
mliob = 0.
mh2 = 0.
tli = tlii
tzone = till
tzonc = tzone/1.8 - 273.0
volh2 = 0.
qccz = 0.
derivI = 0.
deriv2 = 0.
deriv3 - 0.
page = 0
count7 = 0
count8 = 0
count9 = 0
limax = 0
start = 1
t-old = tZone
p-old = pzone
temp15 = 0.
temp16 = 0.
temp17 = 0.
time-steps 1
atocz-total 0.
aticz-total 0.
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gc = 32.174
if (run-type .eq. 2 .or. run-type .eq. 4) then
rho-bredr = rho-lipb
co = co-lead
cp-bredr cp-lipb
else
rho-bredr = rholi
co = co-li
cp-bredr = cpli
endif
C*****
call init
C*****
tubt = (ditubo - ditubi)/2.
a2 = 3.14*(ditubo**2.)/4.
amod = 3.14*(dimod**2.)/4.
arep = 3.14*(direp**2.)/4.
C*****
aparal = anod - a2*numtub
flow-per-tube = aparal/numtub
acoustic-flow-area = flow-per-tube*fact5 ! this can be modified
C*****
pt = 3.14*ditubi
p2 = 3.14*direp
hrl = 4.*a1/pl
hr2 = 4.*arep/p2
C*****
voltub = a2*numtub*parall
volt = amod*parall
ratiol = (volt - voltub)/volt I Volume of liquid to volume of total
coolt = 3.14*ditubo*numtub*parall
ratio = coolt/volt I Area of cooling to Volume of total
C*****
volzon = 4./3.*3.14*zonti**3.
volli = volzon*ratiol
mlii = rho-bredr*volli
vreact = volli
voltot = voizon
vol-tubout(1) = voltot - vreact
temp12 = vol-tubout(1)
mli = mlii
if (run-type .eq. 3 .or. run-type .eq. 4) then
maxvol = 2./3.*3.14*((fact2 - repl))**3.
else
maxvol = wll*amod + 2./3.*3.14*(dimod/2.)**3.
endif
reflc a 2.*facti/co
burst-time = fact2/co
delta-temp-wall = tlii - tw
C************** End of preliminary calculations ***************
C* Top of Dynamic Loop
100 continue
C****** This is to accelerate the water up to choked flow only ******
if (pzone .9e. prw .and. time .le. 0.001) pzone = prw
valuel = frictl/(2.*hrl)
dsdtwl = (prw - pzone)/(rhow1*wl1/gc) I Input length of tube from relief
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derivI = (dsdtwl - valuel*dxdtwl**2.)
dsdtw2 = (prw - pzone)/(rhow2*wl2/gc) ! Total length - input length
deriv2 = (dsdtw2 - valuel*dxdtw2**2.)
dxdtwl = intgrl(dxdtwlderivl)
dxdtw2 = intgrl(dxdtwrderiv2)
dvdtwI = dxdtwl*al
dvdtw2 = dxdtw2*al
mdotwl = dvdtwl*rhowl
mdotw2 = dvdtw2*rhow2
C*s****
if (run-type .eq. 3 .or. run-type .eq. 4 .and. time .gt. 0.001)
then
h2omax = (2.*(prw - pzone)/(rhowl/gc)/(frictl*wlt/hrl))**.5
maxflol = h2omax*al*rhowl
endif
if (mdotwl .ge. maxflol) then
mdotwl = maxflol
dvdtwl = mdotwl/rhowl
dxdtwl = dvdtwl/al
endif
if (mdotw2 .ge. maxflo2) then
mdotw2 = maxflo2
dvdtw2 = mdotw2/rhow2
dxdtw2 = dvdtw2/al
endif
C*****
if (dxdtw2 .le. 0.) then
mdotw = mdotwI
dxdtw = dxdtwl
dvdtw = dvdtwl
else
mdotw = mdotwl + mdotw2
dxdtw = dxdtwl + dxdtw2
dvdtw = dvdtwl + dvdtw2
endif
if (run-type .eq. 2 .or. run-type .eq. 4) then
mdot-bredr = (173.0/3.06)*mdotw
dvdtli = mdot-bredr/rholi
mdotlh = (4.08/3.06)*mdotw
dvdtlh = mdotlh/rho-lioh
mdoth = (0.17/3.06)*mdotw
mdot-lead = (171.81/3.06)*mdotw
dvdt-lead = mdot-lead/rho-lead
else
mdot-bredr = (7./18.)*mdotw
dvdtli * mdot-bredr/rho-brdr
mdotlh = (24./18.)*mdotw
dvdtlh = mdotlh/rho-lioh
mdoth = (1./18.)*mdotw
mdot-lead x 0.
- dvdt-lead = 0.
endif
if (count .le. 1) then
dxdtli = intgrl(dxdtl,deriv3)
dvdtsy = dvdtw + dvdtli - dvdtlh - dvdt-lead
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elseif (count8 .eq. 1) then
deriv3 = 0.
dxdtli = intgrl(dxdtl,deriv3)
value3 = (frict2*repl/hr2)
arep-used = arep*(1.-exp(-.*(time - rupture-time)/fact3))
k1 = k1-rellef + k1-internal
limax (2.*(pzone - prinf)/(rho-bredr/gc)/(kl + value3))**.5
dvdtsy limax*arep-used
dvdtsy-temp1 = dvdtsy
elseif (count7 .ne. 0) then
dsdtli = (pzone - prinf)/(rho-brdr/gc*repl)
value3 = (frict2*repl/hr2)
kI = kl-relief + kl-internal
value4 = 0.5/repl*(kl + value3)*dxdtli**2.
deriv3 = (dsdtli - value4) I Accelerates the lithium column to max value.
dxdtli = intgrl(dxdtl,deriv3)
C** *********** Check for oscillations in pressure *
if (pzone .le. prinf) then
limax = 100000.000
else
limax = (2.*(pzone - prinr)/(rho-bredr/gc)/(kl + value3))**.5
endif
arep-used = arep*(1.-exp(-1.*(time - rupture-time)/fact3))
dvdtsy = dxdtli*arep-used
dvdtsy-templ = dvdtsy
elseif (count .ge. 2 .and. count7 .eq. 0 .and. time .le. reflc)
then
dxdtli = intgrl(dxdtl,deriv3)
dxdt-zone = (pzone - pmod)/(rho-bredr/gc*co)
dvdtsy = 2.*dxdt-zone*acoustic-flow-area
elseif (count7 .eq. 0 .and. time .gt. reftc) then
dxdtli = intgrl(dxdtl.deriv3)
dvdtsy = 0.
endif
if (count7 .ne. 0 .and. time .le. reflc) then
dxdt-zone = (pzone - pmod)/(rho-bredr/gc*co)
dvdtsy-temp = 2.*dxdt-zone*acoustic-flow-area
dvdtsy = dvdtsy-temp + dvdtsy
endif
C*****
alpha = k-tube/rho-tube/cp-tube
do i = start,time-steps
dell(i) = 3.*(alpha*(time - time-val(i)))**0.5
if (dell(i) .ge. tubt) then
dell(i) = tubt
atocz = (4./ditubo)*vol-tubout(i)
aticz = atocz*ditubi/ditubo
atocz-total = atocz-total + atocz
aticz-total = aticz-total + aticz
vol-tub(i) = vol-tubout(i)*((2.*ditubo*tubt - tubt**2.)/
ditubo**2.)
mass-tub(i) = vol-tub(i)*rho-tube
temp17 = mass-tub(i) + temp17
start start + 1
goto 999
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endir
if (dell(i) .eq. 0.) then
d-dell-dt(i) = 0.
else
d-dell-dt(i) = 3.*(alpha)**.5/(tine - time-val(i))**.5
endif
C*****
temp-front(i) tlii - delta-temp-wall*(dell(i)/tubt)
temp-dell-mean(i) (tzone + temp-front(i))/2.
d-temp-front-dt(i) =(-1./2.)*d-dell-dt(i)*delta-temnp-wall/tubt
C*****
vol-tub(i),= vol-tubout(i)*((2.*ditubo*dell(i) - dell(i)**2.)/
ditubo**2.)
mass-tub(i) = vol-tub(i)*rho-tube
C*****
frobnitz = mass-tub(i)*d-temp-front-dt(i) + temp16
templ6 = frobnitz
Co*****
frobenius = mass-tub(i) + temp15
temp15 = frobenius
C*****
999 continue
enddo
C*****
frobenius = frobenius + temp17
C*****
temp15 = 0.
temp16 = 0.
if (atocz-total .le. 0.) then
qccz = 0.
else
qccz=1./((tubt/k-tube/atocz-total) + 1./(hco*aticz-total))
endif
hczone = mli*cp-bredr + mlioh*cplioh + mh2*cvh
+ frobenius*cp-tube/2. + m-lead*cp-lead
C****************** Heat of Reaction with Water *********************
qreac delh
dum2 qreac*mdot-bredr
dum3 pzone*dvdtsy*(1.2851E-03)
dum4 mdotw*cpw*(tzone - tw)
dum5 mdot-bredr*cp-bredr*(tzone - tlii)
dum6 qccz*((tzone - tw) - (tlii - tw))
dum7 frobnitz*cp-tube
if (hczone .eq. 0.0 .or. time .le. 2.0*delt) then
dtdtz = 0.
else
dtdtz = (qreac*mdot-bredr + mdotw*cpw*(tw - tzone) +
. dot-bredr*cp-bredr*(tli - tzone) -
pzone*dvdtsy*(1.2851E-03) - dum7 - dum6)/hczone
endif
C****** *** Integration Section *
tzone = intgrl(tliidtdtz)
mlioh = intgrl(0.,mdotlh)
mh2 = intgrl(0.,mdoth)
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mI -lead = in tgrl(0.,mdot-lead)
if (count .le. 1) then
volh2 = intgrl(0..dvdtsy)
else
volh2 = intgrl(O.,(dvdtsy - dvdtlh - dvdt-lead))
endif
volioh = mlioh/rho-lioh
vol-lead = m-lead/rho-lead
vreact = volli + volioh + volh2 + vol-lead
voltot = vreact/ratiol
vol-tubout(i) = voltot - vreact - temp12
zonti = (3.*voltot/4./3.14)**(0.3333)
if (volh2 .1. 0.) then
pzone = pmod
else
pzone = mh2*rh*tzone/volh2
endif
psia pzone/144.
tzonc tzone/1.8 - 273.0
C**** ** End of Dynamic Loop Caculations
call dynami(time,&100)
C*************** Start of Post Integration Section
if (count .lt. 1) go to 160
temp12 = vol-tubout(i) + temp12
if (time .eq. 0.) then
time-steps = I
else
time-steps = i
endif
time-val(i) = time
if (voltot .ge. maxvol) goto 200
if (count7 .ne. 0) then
if (rep] .ge. rep1i) then
repl = repil
else
repl = repl + dvdtsy/arep*delt
if (repi .ge. repli) then
rep= repl
endif
endif
endif
C * * Output of Some Random values *
write (9,*) time,volh2,mh2,tzonepsia
write (9,*) dvdtsydvdtsy-temp,dvdtsy-templpsia
write (9,*) kl-interna1,kl-re1ief,k
write (9,*)
if (pzone .ge. prlief .and. time .gt. 0.00001) then
count5 = count5 + 1
endif
if (count5 .eq. 1) then
burst = burst-time + time
endif
if (time .ge. burst .and. count5 .ne. 0) then
count7 = count7 + 1
endif
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*******************
if (count7 .eq. 1) then
rupture-time = time
endif
if (dxdtli .gt. limax .and. time .gt. 0.0005) count8 = 1
if (pzone .le. prinf .and. time .gt. 0.01) goto 200 ! End of code
C******* * Output of Variables to be Plotted *
160 write (8,190) time,psia,tzonc,mdotwl,indotw2,volh2,voltot
if (count It. 2) count = count + 1
190 format(fll.7,2x,f7.1,2x,f7.1,2xf7.4,2x,f13.8,2x,f13.8,2x,f13.6)
C*****
if (time .gt. timef) go to 200 1 End of code
C*************** Delt Time Step Check ************************
if (abs((tzone - t-old)/tzone) .le. percent-error .or.
. abs((pzone - p-old)/pzone) .le. percent-error .and.
. time .gt. 0.00001) then
delt = delt*.1.25
endif
if (abs((tzone - t-old)/tzone) .gt. percent-error .or.
. abs((pzone - p-old)/pzone) .gt. percent-error .and.
. time .gt. 0.00001) then
del.t = delt/2.
endif
alpha-temp = (tubt/3.)**2./alpha
if (delt .gt. alpha-temp) then
delt alpha-temp
endif
t-old tzone
p-old pzone
C*************** Go To Top of Dynamic Loop ********************
goto 100
200 write (9,0) time-steps
call exit
end
C These 3 subroutines are designed to be used in a main program
C which simulates a dynamic system expressed as a set of ode's. These
C ode's may be reexpressed as a set of integrals which must be integrated
C simultaneously through the domain of interest starting with the
C appropriate initial conditions. For example, the function y may be
C found from the solution of dy/dt = rate = f(y,t) and y=y0 at t=tO.
C This may be rewritten y = INTGRL(yO, rate), the open integral of
C rate over t starting at yo. A set of ode's may be treated in a similiar
C manner.
C The main program should consist of two main parts, the initialization
C section and the dynamic section. The dynamic section is further divided
C into integration and post-integration sections.
C The initial section should be-used for input, calculation of necessary
C constants, and for calculating and setting of initial conditions. It
C should contain the real INTGRL, common, and call init statements.
C The integration section should start with a numbered continue
C statement and end with the call Dynami statement. It should contain
C all calculations of program variables and non-constant rates. All INTGRL
C function statements should appear in a group immediately preceding the
C call Dynami statement.
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C The integration section will be looped several times during each
C integration step (simpson's rule uses 4 loops per step, runge-kutta uses
C 5 loops per step). Dynami controls the integration by telling the
C INTGRL function what step it should perform next. The integration
C variable time is also controled by Dynami. It may or may not be
C incremented during each loop. time should be initialized in the intial
C section. Dynami utilizes multiple returns to control program flow.
C The statement number passed to Dynami should be that of the first
C statement in the integration section. this causes the proper integration
C looping. At the end of each integration step a normal return is executed
C and control returns to the first statement following call Dynami. This
C should be the first statement of the post-integration section.
C Because variable values may differ from their true value during the
C integration looping, all program logic and variable time step calculations
C executed once at the end of each integration step. Time and all variables
C contained within the integration section will be updated to their 'true'
C values before control is transfered to the post-integration section.
C This section should contain at least one if statement which stops program
C execution, and the last statement should be a go to Statement Number,
C where, Statement Number, is the statement number of the first statement
C in the integration Section. Approximately 100 integrations may be
C performed simultaneously.
C"********"*******" variable list *
C a Matrix which stores the intermiate values calculated during
C each loop
C delt Integration time step
C dxdt Rate being integrated. Calculated using integral value as
C. returned by INTGRL during the previous loop and time set by
C Dynami. Used by INTGRL as called for by icount.
C icount tells INTGRL which integration loop is presently being done
C imeth I use runge-kutta method
C 3 use simpson's rule
C inoin Tell Dynami how many INTGRL statements there are in the main
C program.
C ipass Tells INTGRL to do two special functions during the first two
C executions of the integration section.
C istore Tells INTGRL where to store the result of its intermediate
C calculation in matrix a.
C xic Matrix which store intial conditions and then is updated to
C the present integral value at the end of each integration step.
C xxic Initial condition.
subroutine Dynami(time.*)
common /intgl/ imethicountistoreinoinipass.delt,
xic(101),a(501)
if (ipass.eq.0) go to 40
if (imeth.eq.1) go to 10
C************ Simpson's Rule (default) imeth > 2 ****************
if (icount.eq.4) go to 4
if (icount.eq.3) go to 3
timo=time+delt/2.
icount=icount+1
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return 1
4 continue
istore=0
icount=1
ipass=ipass+1
inoin=O
return
3 continue
icount =4
return 1
C*********** Runge-Kutta Method - Fixed Step - imeth =
10 continue
if (icount.eq.6) go to 4
if (icount.eq.4) go to 14
if (icount.eq.2) go to 12
time=time+delt/2.
icount=icount+1
return 1
12 continue
icount=3
return 1
14 continue
icount- 5
return 1
40 continue
ipaSs=1
return
end
C This subroutine initializes variables used by the integration routines.
C it should be placed in the initialization section or the main program
C before the first statement of the dynamic section. See Dynami for
C variable list and integration description.
subroutine init
common /intgl/ imeth,icount,istoreinoin,ipassdelt.
xic(101),a(501)
ipass=0
istore=0
icount=1
inoin=O
return
end
C Function INTGRL performs the actual integrations. In the main
C program, all INTGRL statements should be placed in a group at the end
C of the integration section. All rate calculations should precede this
C group and it should be immediately rollowed by the call Dynami statement.
C For variable list and descriptions see Dynami.
real function intgrl(xxicdxdt)
common /intgl/ iineth.icount,istore,inoin,ipass,delt,
xic(101),a(501)
if (ipass .eq. 0) go to 40
istore=istore+1
if (imeth .eq. 1) go to 10
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C******** Simpson's Rule (default) imeth Greater Than 2 *****************
if (icount.eq.4) go to 4
if (icount.eq.3) go to 3
if (icount.eq.2) go to 2
1 continue
inoin=inoin+1
if (ipass.eq.1) xic(inoin)=xxic
a(istore) = dxdt
intgrl = xic(inoin) + delt*dxdt/2.
a(500-istore) = intgrl
return
2 continue
a(istore)=dxdt
intgrl=a(500+inoin-istore)+delt*dxdt/2.
return
3 continue
intgrl=xic(istore-2*inoin)+delt/6.*(a(istore-2*inoin)+4.*
a(istore-inoin)+dxdt)
xic(istore-2*inoin)=intgr1
return
4 continue
intgrl=xic(istore-3*inoin)
return
C*********** Runge-Kutta Method - Fixed Step imeth =1 ******
10 continue
if (icount.eq.5) go to 15
if (icount.eq.4) go to 14
if (icount.eq.3) go to 13
if (icount.eq.2) go to 12
11 continue
inoin=inoin+1
if (ipass.eq.1) xic(inoin)=xxic
a(istore)=delt*dxdt
intgrl=xic(inoin)+.5*a(istore)
return
12 continue
a(istore)=delt*dxdt
intgrl=xic(istore-inoin)+.5*a(istore)
return
13 continue
a(istore)=dolt*dxdt
intgrl=xic(istore-2*inoin)+a(istore)
return
14 continue
aa=delt*dxdt
intgrl=xic(istore-3*inoin)+1./6.*(a(istore-3*inoin)+2.*
a(istore-2*inoin)+2.*a(istore-inoin)+aa)
xic(istore-3*inoin)=intgr1
return
15 continue
intgrl=xic(istore-4*inoin)
return
40 continue
intgrl=xxic
return
end
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Appendix K
FULIB-2 Variable Listing
acoustic-flow-area total flow area for acoustic flow (fIt2)
alpha thermal diffusivity of coolant tube (ft 2 /ac)
amod total inside area of container (ft2)
aparal inside flow area of container (ft 2)
arep relief pipe area (ft2 )
arep-used open relief flow area (f12 )
atocz outside coolant area (ft2)
aticz inside coolant area (ft2 )
atocz-total total outside coolant area (ft2 )
aticz-total total inside coolant area (ft2 )
al inside flow area of coolant tube (ft2)
a2 outside coolant tube area (ft2 )
burst time index for rupture disk opening (ace)
burst-time time for pressure wave to reach rupture disk (aec)
co-lead sonic velocity in lithium-lead (ft/aec)
co-li sonic velocity in lithium (ft/sec)
Coolt total outside coolant area (ft2)
count index for reaction zone volume rate change
count5 index to set variable burst
count7 index to set variable rupture-time
count8 index to determine quasi-static relief pipe flow
cp-bredr specific heat of breeder (BTU/lbm -*1)
cp-lead specific heat of lead (BTU/lbm -0 R)
cplh specific heat of lithium hydroxide (BTU/ibm -* R)
cplioh specific heat of lithium hydroxide (BTU/Ibm -* R)
cpli specific heat of lithium (BTU/Ibm -- R)
cp-lipb specific heat of lithium-lead (BTU/Ibm -o R)
cp-tube specific heat of coolant tube material (BTU/Lbm/*R)
CpW specific heat of water (BTU/lbm -0 R)
cvh specific heat of hydrogen (IJTU/lbm -O R)
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d-dell-dt
delh
dell
delt
delta-temp-wall
derivi .
deriv2
deriv3
dimod
direp
ditubo
ditubi
dsdtli
dsdtw
dsdtwl
dsdtw2
dtdtz
d-temp-front-dt
dum2
dum3
dum4
dum5
dum6
dum7
dvdth
dvdt-lead
dvdtlh
dvdtli
dvdtsy
dvdtsy-temp
dvdtsy-templ
dvdtw
dvdtwl
dvdtw2
dxdtl
dxdtli
dxdtwi
dxdtwl
dxdtwr
dxdtwl
dxdtw2
dxdt-zone
Rate change of dell (ft/sec)
heat of reaction between lithium and water (IJTU/Ibm)
thermal penetration depth (ft)
time step (ase)
temperature difference across coolant tube thickness (*R)
accleration of water column in coolant tube 1 (ft/sec2 )
accleration of water column in coolant tube 2 (ft/seCe2)
accleration of lithium column in relief pipe (ft/ace2 )
diameter of container (ft)
diameter of relief pipe (It)
outside diameter of coolant tube (ft)
inside diameter of coolant tube (ft)
lithium column acceleration in relief pipe (ft/seC2)
acceleration of coolant column (ft/seC2)
acceleration of coolant column 1 (ft/seC2)
acceleration of coolant column 1 (ft/sec2)
reaction zone temperature rate change (*R/sec)
Rate change of temp-front (*Ra/sec)
energy generated by chemical reaction (BTU/sec)
energy loss from zone expansion (13TU/aec)
added energy from water into zone (BTUlsec)
added energy from breeder into zone (BTU/sec)
convective energy loss from cooling tubes (BTU/se)
energy absorbed into coolant tubes (LTU/sec)
volume hydrogen formation rate (ft3/aee)
rate of volume change of lead in reaction zone (ft /sec)
volume lithium hydroxide formation rate (ft.-/sec)
volume lithium reaction rate (ft 3 l ,/e)
volume rate change of the reaction zone (ft3 laee)
temporary dvdtsy (ft3/see)
temporary dvdtsy (ft3 /see)
volume flow rate of coolant column (ft3 sec)
volume flow rate of coolant column 1 (ft3 /see)
volume flow rate of coolant column 1 (ft3 see)
initial lithium reaction rate (lbm/sec)
lithium column velocity in relief pipe (ft/sec)
initial velocity of coolant in tube (ft/sec)
initial velocity of coolant in ruptured coolant tube 2 (ft/sec)
initial velocity of coolant in ruptured coolant tube 1 (ft/sec)
velocity of coolant in ruptured coolant tube 1 (ft/ace)
velocity of coolant in ruptured coolant tube 2 (ft/sec)
acoustic zone velocity during expansion (ft/ace)
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facti
fact2
fact3
fact5
flow-per-tube
fricti
frict2
frobenius
frobnitz
gC
hco
hCzone
hrl
hr2
h2omax
icount
imeth
inoin
ipass
intgri
istore
ki
ki-internal
kl-relief
k-tube
limax
mass-tub
maxflol
maxflo2
maxvol
mdot-bredr
mdoth
mdotlh
mdotli
mdot-lead
mdotw
distance to reflecting surface (ft)
distance to rupture disk (ft)
time constant for relief valve opening (1/sec)
constant for acoustic-flow-area calculation
flow area per coolant tube (ftI/tube)
Moody friction factor in coolant tube
Moody friction factor in relief pipe
coolant tube energy absorption term (ibm)
coolant tube energy absorption term (Ibm - Rl/sec)
gravitational constant (ft/sec2)
heat transfer coefficient for coolant (BTU/ft 2 - Sec R)
heat capacity of reaction zone (BTU/Ibm -o R)
hydraulic radius of coolant tube (ft)
hydraulic radius of relief pipe (ft)
maximum water flow rate (ibm/sec)
integration parameter
integration parameter
integration parameter
integration parameter
integration subroutine
integration parameter
sum of all loss factors in relief pipe
loss factor of relief valve
loss factor of relief pipe
thermal conductivity of coolant tube material (BTU/sec-ft-OR)
maximum lithium column velocity in relief pipe (ft/sec)
mass of coolant tube (ibm)
maximum water flow rate from tube 1 (ibm/sec)
maximum water flow rate from tube 2 (ibm/sec)
maximum permissible reaction zone volume (ft3 )
Breeder reaction rate (ibm/see)
hydrogen formation rate (ibm/sec)
lithium hydroxide formation rate (ibm/sec)
lithium reaction rate (ibm/sec)
lead formation rate (ibm/see)
total water flow rate into zone (ibm/sec)
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mdotwl
mdotw2
mh2
mli
mlii
mlioh
m-lead
numtub
page
parall
percent-error
pmod
p-old
prinf
prlief
prw
psia
pzone
p1
p2
qccz
qreac
ratio
ratiol
ref ic
repi
repll
rh
rho-lead
rho-lioh
rho-lipb
rho-tube
rhowi
rhow2
rhow
run-type
rupture-time
start
Ii
~ I
I
water injection rate into zone from tube 1 (ibm/sec)
water injection rate into zone from tube 2 (lbm/sec)
mass of hydrogen (ibm)
mass of lithium (ibm)
initial mass of lithium (ibm)
mass of lithium hydroxide (ibm)
mass of lead (ibm)
total number of coolant tubes
page counting index
total length of container (ft)
allowable error used in delt calculation
pressure of the lithium in the container (ibf/ft2 )
reaction zone pressure at previous time step (ibf/ft2)
atmospheric pressure (1bf/It)
relief pressure setting (Ibf /fP)
Water coolant pressure (ibf/ft2 )
reaction zone pressure (lbf/in2 )
reaction zone pressure (ibf/ft)
inside perimeter of coolant tube (ft)
inside perimeter of relief pipe (ft)
convective heat transfer through coolant tube (BTU/sec)
heat of reaction with water (BTU/ibm)
coolant tube area to total volume ratio (ft2/ft3 )
liquid breeder to total volume ratio (ft3 ft3 )
time for pressure wave reflection to return (sec)
initial and dynamic relief pipe length (it)
total length of relief pipe (ft)
universal gas constant for hydrogen (Ibf - ft/bm - aec -- R)
density of lead (bm/ft 3)
density of lithium hydroxide (ibm/It0)
density of lithium-lead (ibm/ftl)
density of coolant tube material (ibm/ft3 )
coolant density in ruptured coolant tube 1 (ibm/ft3 )
coolant density in ruptured coolant tube 2 (ibm/ft3 )
density of water (ibm/f t 3)
index for type of input to be read
time index for rupture disk opening (sec)
index for thermal penetration depth calculation
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temp-dell-mean
temp-front
templ5
templ6
templ7
timef
time-steps
time-val
toi
tili
t-old
tubt
tw
tzonc
tzone
valuel
value3
value4
volh2
volioh
volli
vol-lead
volt
voltot
vol-tub
voltub
vol-tubout
volzon
vreact
Wil
W2
Xic
zonti
ZZZ
Mean temperature of coolant tube affected by zone (01I)
Temperature at dell (*1?)
index for frobenius (ibm)
index for frobnitz (Ibm -- Rl/sec)
index for frobenius (ibm)
time to halt calculation (cec)
total number of time steps taken
time at which vol-tub enters reaction zone (aec)
lithium breeder temperature (OR)
initial breeder temperature (OR)
reaction zone temperature at previous time step (0R)
coolant tube thickness (ft)
coolant temprature (OR)
reaction zone temperature (*C)
reaction zone temperature (R)
friction term in derivi (1/ft)
friction term in value4 (1/ft)
friction loss term in deriv3 (ft/sec2)
volume of hydrogen in zone (ft)
volume of lithium hydroxide in zone (It 3)
volume of lithium (ft')
volume of lead in zone (It3 )
total inside volume of container (ft3)
total volume of reaction zone (ft3)
Volume of coolant tube material in zone (t 3 )
total outside volume of all coolant tubes (It3 )
Outside volume of coolant tube in zone (ft3 )
initial reaction zone volume (ft 3)
volume of reaction zone reactants and products (ft3 )
length of ruptured coolant tube 1 (ft)
length of ruptured coolant tube 2 (ft)
integration parameter
initial reaction zone size (radius) (ft)
integration parameter
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Appendix L
STATIC Code Listing
C-*- FORTRAN -
C***** This code solves the static calculation for Chapter five *
real nisteelmbrdtot,mbrdrem.mlioh,mh2,mpb.volsteel,volbrd,
. tfinaltinit,tmelt,dhmelt,cpliohcppbcpbrd,cph2o,cph2,
cpsteel,percentdhreac,rhosteel.rhobrd,mh2osteelarea,
templ,temp2,temp3,temp4,mextra,cpextra,rhoextra
integer kbreeder
namelist /foo/ steelarea,volextra.rhoextracpextra,kbreeder
C***** Open Appropriate Files *************
open(unit=1,file='stali.dat',status='old')
open(unit=2,file='stao.dat',status='new')
C**** Read in some stuff from a file *
read (1,foo)
C***** Initialize volumes and stuff -
if (kbreeder .eq. 1) then
rhobrd = 31.00
cpbrd = 1.0000
dhreac = 12598.400
else
rhobrd = 648.65
cpbrd = 0.0415
dhreac = 86.34
endif
volbrd = 741.7 I ft**3
voltot 33553.8 I ft**3
tinit 1211.4 1 deg. R.
ih2o = 675.0 1 BTU/lbm deg R.
iinit = 1409.0 ! BTU/lbm deg R.
tmelt = 1337.4 1 deg R.
dhmelt = 209.54 I BTU/lbm LiH
cplioh = 0.8333 1 BTU/lbm L101
cppb = 0.03698 1 BTU/lbm Pb
cph2 = 2.4349 I BTU/lbm H2
cpsteel = 0.14 I BTU/lbm Steel
rhosteel 500.0 1 lbm/ft**3
tfinal = tinit
C***** calculate some initial stuff *
volsteel = 0.02*steelarea*(3.281)**3.0
msteel = volsteel*rhosteel
mbrdtot = volbrd*rhobrd
mextra = volextra*rhoextra*(3.281)**3.0
C***** now do the real calculations ******
do percent=0.01,1.0,0.01 I percent of
this is in ft**3
I this is in ft**3
the breeder reacting
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inbrdreac percent*nbrdtot
mbrdrem (1.0 - percent) *mbrdtot
if (kbreeder .eq. 1) then ! Pure Lithium
mih2o (18.0/7.0)*mbrdreac
mlioh (24.0/7.0)*inbrdreac
mh2 = (1.0/7.0)*mbrdreac
mpb = 0.
else
mh2o (3.06/173.0)*mbrdreac
in]ioh = (4.08/173.0)*mbrdreac
mh2 = (0.17/173.0)*mbrdreac
mpb = (171.81/173.0)*mbrdreac
endif
tempO = dhreac*mbrdreac - tnh2o*(iinit-ih2o)
. - mbrdreac*cpbrdr*tinit
+ mlioh*cplioh*tinit + mh2*cph2*tinit
tempi = msteel*cpsteel + mbrdrem*cpbrd + mpb*cppb + mlioh*cplioh +
. mh2*cph2 + mextra*cpextra
temp2 = (msteel*cpsteel + mbrdrem*cpbrd + mpb*cppb + mlioh*cplioh
+ mh2*cph2 + mextra*cpextra)*tinit
temp3 = mh2o*(iinit - ih2o)
if (tfinal .gt. 1338.0) then
temp4 = dhmelt*mlioh
else
temp4 = 0.
endif
tfinal = (tempO - temp3 + temp2 - temp4)/tempt
tfinalc = tfinal/1.8 - 273.0
volh2 = voltot - volbrd
phydrogen = mh2*766.54*tfinal/volh2/144.0
C * * * Output Section *
write (2,001) percent,tfinalc,mh2,phydrogen
enddo
001 format(4f12.4)
call exit
end
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